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THE PROSE STYLE OF HERMJ\N MELVILLE 
CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
In 1845 , Herman Melville wrote an account of his experiences 
in the Marquesas, whi ch was published in 1846 under the titl~, 
Typee. As a result of the popularity of this book and a com-
panion volume of adventure in the South Seas, Omoo, published 
a yea r l a ter, Melville achieved both consider able f ame as a 
writer of romances and considerable notoriety as "the man who 
lived among cannib'-~ls." In 1849, he published Mardi -- "to 
see whether, the fiction might not, possibly be received for 
a verity: in some degree the r everse of my previous experi-
ence, " he s ays in the Preface. The book was an unmi ~t akable 
failure, i n spite of, or perhaps because of, the variety of 
muteriel Melville crammed into it. Redburn and vrhite Jacket, 
his next two novels, a r e semi-autobiographical , a lthough 
there is evidence of gro~t h in crel tive power in both. The 
best known of Melville's works tod y i s Moby Dick, published 
in 1851, now acclaimed as his masterpiece, but somewhat dubi-
ously accepted by contemporr ry critics. In 1852 , Melville 
published Pierre, a book which r emains almost as much of an 
unsolved critical proble~ , as it was when the New York Lit-
erary World s a id of it: "It is alone intelligible as an un-
intelligibility."1 
!Quoted by Meade Minnigerode, Some Personal Letters of Her-
~ Melville and a Bibliography , p . 163. 
In seven years Melville had written and published seven 
volumes." He was unable, however, to keep up this amazing 
output; in the thirty-nine years of his life following the 
publication of Pierre, he brought the total number of pub-
lished works to fourteen. Four of the later volumes were 
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in verse. Outside of these, Melville wrote mBgazine a rticles, 
book reviews , and a novel, Billy Budd, which was not pub-
lished until long after his death. Many of his works were 
never r eprinted until Constable and Company published a 
standard edition in 1922.1 
Considering the compar a tive popul arity which he en-
joyed and his notable success in litera ture before he reached 
the age of thirty, one wonders ·a t the long and for the most 
part undeserved eclipse which Melville suffered, not only 
during the last years of his life but also for at least 
thirty years following his death. But the "steam of adula -
tion" which Melville describes as rising from _the grave of 
an author, however l ate in his own case, has been blowing off 
for some time now. Carl Van Doren sums up the l ast eighteen 
years of Melville-mania when he s ays of Melville: 
Since 1922 there have been four times as many editions 
of [oby Dick in America and Engl and as during the years 
before, and more t han ever of all of his chief books . 
H~ has been a t once a hero to literar y r ebels and the 
object of much a cademic research. His life ha s been in-
vestigated in detail, his opinions analyzed , his art 
minutely studied. His stories have been traced to other 
sources besides hisown experience or observa tion , even 
lcomplete Works of Herman Melville (16 Vols.) London: Con-
stable and Company, Ltd., 1922, 1924. 
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his autobiography shown to have often been invented or 
t aken f r om his r eading . But no discovery of hi s sources 
can lessen the wonder of tha t ns tive power with which he 
transmuted them , lifting them from the fl a t documents to 
high magic and lively wit. He rema ins the best, a s he 
was the first, story- teller of1the Pacific, a nd Moby Dick is t he epic of the oceen. 
It is with this "high magic and lively wit" tha t one is con-
fronted when one considers t he style of Herma n Melville. 
The object of t his study is not an evalua tion of the 
whole of Melvi lle's work but an analysis of the prose which 
reached its height in Moby Dick , of the development of tha t 
style, and, briefly, t he turn which it took after t he writ-
ing of t hat book . An a ttempt is made to show the f actors 
contributing to the development of this s tyle : namely, the 
emotional and intel lectual background of Melville and the 
f acts and feelings which he sought to convey. Some of the 
means which elville chose in order to a chieve this manner 
of expression a re indi ca ted in their more technical a spects, 
together with the rela tionship of the stylistic devices to 
the subject matter , and the evidence of possible externa l 
influences . Particular a ttention ha s been pa id to the so-
" ( ) called poetic devices " in t he broa d sense , and s pecia l 
emphasis ha s been pl a ced upon rhythm , nd tone color. 
Bufton sa id, "Le style, c'est l'homme meme, " and one 
can scarcely f a il to recognize the inevitable influence of 
a writer's l i fe not only upon his manner of thinking but 
upon his manner of expres s ion a s well. But to discern per-
1carl Van Dor en, The American Novel, p . 102 . 
sonal idiosyncracy in style is not to mark its excellence. 
~ Style in itself is an elusive quality distinguished in its 
entirety only in the work of whi ch it is a part. One must 
recognize at the outset the a rtificiality of any sharp sep-
ar ation of the form of the work from its substance. This 
separ tion mey be necessary, a t least for the time being, 
in an analysis of the elements whi ch a re the t angible 
basis of style; yet thes e elements must be looked upon as 
more than the external trappings of thought. 
The question which mi ght be r aised by the theory of 
style as pure syllabic music hardly arises in Melville's 
style since his most highly orna te passages are not with-
out emotional and intel lectual significance. The direct 
perceptive pattern is aubor dina tE;r/' 
I 
/ 
That t here can be style which is not dependent upon 
embellishment is evidenced by the writers who have achi eved 
grea tness by an "unaccented" style. This type of writing 
may not at t a in the maximum of emotiona l suggestion, but 
when feeling is subordina te, t he simpler style may be emi-
nently successful . On the other hand , there a re styles 
which are definitely artifici al in the sense tha t the 
writer has not attempted to approximate the normal mode of 
expressi on; nevert heless, the ornaments which he assumes 
for his purpose a re by no means neces sarily "a miserable 
procession of knock-kneed, broken-winded metaphors wi th a 
cruel ca rtload of ponder ous, unmeaning polysyllables drag-
ging behind them." 
./1.r. iddleton J urry , The Problem of Style, p . 11. 
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True, style eonsi ts in harmony bet veen the , . r i ter' s 
t · per, his subject matter, and his expressio1i . In such 
u perfect blendinr , there is a personal element Thioh en-
ables one to read a passage ond s t y., "Tha t's Carlyle," or 
to compare the style of one writer with tha t of another; 
but tne va rious tyles will be the result of thou ht end 
'\ 
emotion and will hnve no sepa r te existence in themselves. 
I f a man's thoughts are his o ·n and if they determine 
t he form which his wo t o .s, then whatever has been of 
infl uence in his life: social ba ckground, educa tion, rea d-
ing , friends, and f amily , i s r eflected in hi s styl e. The 
\,riter' s tianner of t h i nking will appea r i n hi s t urn of 
thought; this thought, that is, the es sential peculia rity 
of his vision, will make the turn of phrase in 7hich he in-
, 
corpora tes his thought recognizabl e . - The style which r e -
sults ill be a truly organic thing . It ~ s DeQuinoey who 
sa id: 
The more clos ly 6ny xercine of mind is connected 
5 
with ha t is i nt ernal and i r dividua l in the sensibil-
ities, -- that is,· 1th whs t ia phjlosophicelly termed 
subjective, -- precisely in ths t de ree, and the more 
subtly, does the style or the embodying or the thoughts 
cease to be e mere separ a te orn ment, and in f eet the 
more does t he manner • • • become confl uent ~-1th the 
ma tter.2 
If a "cht r acteris tio~ s t yl e i s an outgrowth of the 
i ter 's individua l way of feeling and s eeing , the merit 
;r . ti ddleton Murry , QP.. ill• , p . 5 . 
2 ~ 
Thomas DeQuincey, p t yle, in Paul M. Fulcher, Foundations 
.2£ English Style, p . 42 . 
of the style will depend upon the perceptibility of its ref-
erence to the mode of feeling , "the soul," as Flaubert s aid, 
"which gives the words their being."l The writer must ha ve 
within ·himself the highly personalized emotions which com-
pel an individual manner of expression , or the experience 
which he is a ttempting to convey must be sufficiently remote 
from the ordinary range of human experience for the reader 
6 
to feel that the style is a legitimate outgrowth of the prob-
lem of expression. 
Herman Melville was a writer whose style grew out of an 
unusual emotional background and served as a medium of ex-
pression for subject ma tter equally unconventional. His 
a ttitude toward life was developed and strengt hened by t he 
i mpressions he received from actual observa tion of life. 
Although depending upon his litera ry work for a livelihood, 
he refused to allow the t as te of the age for which he v1rote 
to enter i .::lto his considera tions, and throughout his work, 
his emotional predisposition r eveals itself. The medium 
which he chose a t firs t was rose (ordinarily conceived as 
the medium for cool intellectual communica tion and delib-
era te common sense, though as am tter of f act, prose is in 
no way res tricted to an appeal which is sol ely intellectual). 
Of course, a s a f orm of coqtrol for intensely personal emo-
tion, verse is admittedly wide in r ange, and in his l a ter 
works, Melville turned to this medium; but a t least as broad 
1 Q.uoted by J. Uddleton ).1urry, .Q.E. • cit., p . 16. 
are the ossibilitiu of prose as Melville himself proves in 
Moby Dick. But regardless of whether the author chooses 
prose or poetry for his medium, the bare success of a style 
will depend upon the communication of thought or emotion, 
and its greatness upon the "comprehensiveness of the syste 
of emotions and thoughts to which the reference is percept-
ible." Thought and emoti on include the whole effect which 
the t hougn~ is cu posed to produce, but this is scarcely 
secur ed outside of the work itself. 
The purpose of an analysis is the differentiation of 
this total emotional effect into a series of intellectual 
concepts which will stand for parts of the whole. Some-
times it is possible to catch a bit of the emotion in a 
quotation, or a summary may be given of a phase of the 
material when its significance can be captured in a con-
densation . The devices which too often receive full credit 
as style may be shown as merely sepa r ate means of complete 
aesthetic communication; the suggestion of sensory imagery 
and, on the formal side, the musical suggestion of rhythm 
and tone color are significant details of the essential 
quality of style -- these direct or indirect perceptions 
are the psychological elements which are fused in any form 
of literary expression. 
In c r iticism the best one can hope for is the ma in-
tenance of ba l anced judgment. The emotiona l ba ckground of 
IJ. :diddleton Jiurry, £12. · cit. , p . 71. 
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the writer can be fairly accur ately ascertained from bio-
graphy if his works do not speak for themselves and their 
writer in the choice of subject matter . To arrive at an 
acceptable analysis of style it is necessary to understand 
the parts and the relation between them in the living body 
which is the whole work, but Melville had in his style and 
in the life of which it is a reflection a personality so 
powerful that part of the story of the style lies in the 
comprehension of the man himself. 
8 
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CHAPTER II 
l 
MELVILLE ' S LIFE AND WORK AS A WHOLE AS RELATED TO HIS STYLE 
In Melville's life lies t he expla nation of his career: 
" its brilliant early achievement, i ts long dark eclipse;"2 
for his life is, i n effect, the private history of his work ; 
first, because of the a utobiographical features which fi gure 
so largely i n t he works; secondly, beca use of the circum-
stances under which the narratives t ook form . Havi ng deter-
mined the relation between Melville's life and his or k as 
a whole, one can t urn more readily to the analytic differ~ 
entiat ion of t he elements of hi s style. 
elville sa i d of h i wself, "Unt il I was twenty-five , I 
had no development at all . From my twen t y-f ifth year I 
date my life. " As a matter of fact, he was twenty-seven 
when h i s first book, Typee, was published , and Loby ~' 
his best work, was not written until he was thirty-two. 
But Me lville's gr owth was well begun befor e he sat down to 
catalogue his adven t ures i n the South Seas . The society 
i n to which he was born i n 1819 was a pr ovincial one i n the 
fullest sense of the ord , and not a little of Melville's 
life and wo r k is tied up wi th.the gr adual underlliining of 
that society which was fina lly accompl i shed by the Civil War. 
1The biographical ma terial on !telville has been drawn from 
Raymond Weaver, Herman Melville, Mariner and vfystic; Lewi s 
Mumford, Herman Me lville; a nd Meade innigerode ., Some Per-
sona l Letters of Herma·n Melville and ~ Bibliography. 
I 2naymond Weaver, He r man Me lville, Mariner .fil!.d Mystic, p . l? . 
As a child of s i x Melville wa s descr ibed by his f a the r as 
being "solid" and "profound~ and isolation enforced by ill-
ness onl y emphasized the ref le c ti ve t urn of the mind of the 
boy who, when his f ather brought home some new pieces of 
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furnitur e , wondered "where t he wood grew: whe.ther the work-
men who made them sti 11 s urvived , and what they coul d be 
doing with themselves now . " Me lville grew up i n t he romantic 
atmospher e or Manha ttan, and t h e sights he saw t!'ere , to-
gether with the interest aroused by the books and pict ur es 
which Allan Melville brought home to his f amily, caused him 
to think early i n life "how fine it would be to be able to 
t alk about remote barbarous reg i ons . " 
Before his father died , leaving his family bankrupt , 
Melville had attended t he Albany Academy, where he probably 
r .ecei ved the usua l instr uction i n the classics . From 1832 
until 1836, he worked at various clerical positions , hel ped 
his uncle on a f a rm, and t aught school. Not content with 
the confines of a business routine or a teaching position, 
he turned to his dreai s of dist nt ports . Perhaps he saw 
in an ocean voyage the means of recapt uring his old ambitions . 
At any r a te, at the age of seventeen , Melville shipped passage 
to l iverpool. 
Redburn is the story of this voyage , vritten more t han 
ten years later, but 1.! lvil le also recalls this experience 
in Moby Dick: 
No , when I go down to s a , I go as a simple sailor, 
right befor e tbe mast, plumb down into the for ecastle , 
aloft tbere to the royal r:...ast - head . Tr ue , t hey rather 
order me about, and r~ ke rue jump from spar to spar , 
like a grasshopper in a May meadow . And at firs t , 
this sort of thing is unpl easant enough . It 
touches one's sense of honor, particularly if you 
come of an old established family in the l and , the 
Van Rensselaers , or Randolphs , or Hardicanutes . 
And more than all, if just previous to putting your 
hand into the tar-pot, you have been lording it as 
a country school ster, maki ng the tallest boys 
stand in awe of you . The transition is a keen one, 
I assure you , from a schoolmaster to a sailor , and 
requires a strong decoction of Seneca and t he Stoics 
to enable you to glin and bear it . But even this 
wears off in tiDe . 
11 
Bedburn purports to be the confessions of a sevente n-year-
old boy, but as an artisti c creation, it belongs to a later 
period in Me lville 's career . Before Melville wrote this 
intimate and vivid a ccount, he had had cons iderable practice 
not only i n lriting but also i n living . 
Returning from Liverpool , Melville again taught school . 
During this period he i ndulged in sofile secret writing of 
which there is evidence i n two clippings from !.ill:. Democratic 
Press~ Lansingburgh Advertiser for May 4 and May 18t 1839. 
His lack of turity is shown by the f a ct that he did not 
see in his voyage the material f or his literary endeavors, 
I ( but turned to t he conventional subject of love, which he 
\ "embellished with every polite acco~plishment . " 2 These 
sketches were written anonymously and were entitled simply 
nFragments from a Writing Desk . " The allusions to a host of 
major and minor deities, remote corners of this world and the 
l 
2 
Herman l,'felville, Romances 2f. Herman ·el ville, Moby Dick, 
p . 761. S ee hot.e p- 41 -
Q.uoted from Fragment I, by Raymond Weaver, .212.· cit., pp . 11 • 
120. 
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next, references to Burton, Lord Chesterfield, Milton, Byron, 
Scott , Coleridge, and Shakespeare indicate an already iide 
reading Knowledge and f oreshadow the ornamental style of 
Melville's fully-developed prose . 
~ The manner of this wri ting is that of high-flown ex-
e ~6eration and extravagance. Melville calls the Muses to 
his aid , invokes visions of Fairy Land, and describes the 
village ma idens as "all varieties , all the orders of Beauty's 
m.rchitecture . "l 
And then her eyes ! they open their dark rich orbs upon 
you like the full moon of heaven , and blaze into your 
very soul the fires of day! Like offerines laid upon 
t he sacrificial altars of the Hebrew , when in an i n-
stant the divine s park f a lling from the propitiated 
God kindled them in flames; so, a single glance from 
the Oriental eye as Quickly fires your soul , and 
l eaves your bosom i n a perfect conflagration.2 
.~elville publi shed nothi ng between the appearance of 
these clippings and the publication of Typee, but the style 
of the l atter is vastly different. The language is clear 
and straight-forward; most of the elaborate ornament has 
disappear ed . It was from this point that Melville dated his 
career, but it is eviden t t ha t deep changes had taken place 
i.n him during t he three years that he spent i n wandering. 
On January 3, 1841, Melville left ew Bedford on the 
whale- ship Acushnet. There is no definite record of this 
voyage although Melville probably utilized his experiences in 
l Quoted from ]'ragment I by Raymond Weaver, £12.• cit., 
pp . 116-120. 
writing Aoby Dick . The next definite knowledge of Melville 
is that wh ich he gives in Typee, at the beginning of which 
he is maki ng plans to escape from his ship. To follow the 
story of Typee, one learns that Melville and "Toby," an 
e~ually adventurous young man , n:anage to desert the ship . 
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The story of thei.r descent into the valley of the dreaded 
cannibals , the disappearance of Toby, the period of Melville 1·s 
"captivity" among the Typees , and his eventual escape 111akes 
up the first of the So th Sea Island volumes . 
The sequel,~, takes Melville after his escape from 
the cannibal valley to Tahiti, here he and t he crew of the 
ship which nrescuedn him are i mprisoned for mutiny when they 
refuse to take the mismanaged , ill-provisioned "Little .Jule" 
out to sea while the captain recuperates from an illness . 
The jail-keeper, a fri endly and good- natured Polynesian , is 
persuaded to rr.ake their confiner:e nt a light one, and after 
several futile attempts on the pa rt of the officers and the 
consul to persua de t t e crew to return to the ship , the .Julia 
sails with a ne crew recruited from the vagrant population 
of the island . 
Left on the island with no visible means of support, Mel-
ville and his compa nion, Doctor Long Ghost, the ship's doctor 
and a m.an of some learning , who "quoted Virgil, and talked of 
Hobbes of J,a l mesbur y , besides repeating poetry by the Canto, 
especially Hudi bras," roarn. the islands , living off the friend-
ly natives for the most part and working for a tirr:.e on a farm 
belonging to a Cockney and a Yankee from Ma ine . If such a 
14 
doctor there was , he ui1doubtedly added to A-'.elville's ripen-
ing knowledse , for .. te lville says that he r ead all of the 
doctor's bo oks , including e ·treatise on . earl et fever, and 
Doctor Long Ghost himself was a revelation of sorts . 
Leaving Tahiti on a whale-ship bound for .Japan , Me lville 
evidently spent some ti llie cruising in the P cific, for he 
ment ions returning to the islands, and eventu&lly landed in 
Honolulu . The impressions of the Sandwi ch Islands he later 
added to the corr~~entary on the Marquesa s and Tahiti . In the 
sumr..1er of 1.834, he boarded. the frigate Uni teo. States and was 
homevMrd bo md . 
Lif on board tl:e rr.·•n-of -war wa strictly ree:;ulated , and. 
as far a the cmmon sailors were concerned , the conditions 
were} exc odinely difficult. ;>Tevertheless , I'el ville spent 
lf:iny happy hours on the c.nintop with his fr.:..end .Jack Chass , 
and others, with books from t es ip's library: f."al:pole's 
Letters, he ~ of r.~o.l ta , Volpone , and books of travE;l and 
adventure: i:organ' s History I![ lgie r s and Knox's Cap ti vi ty 
~ Ceylon . •.umford en:pl:.asizes the ir~.po tancc cf this reading 
to Me lville's career: 
Comi ng as they did, after a lotg r,eriod of absteL ion 
and thirst, these books had a profound influence upon 
Me li.rille; and they gave h i m hj s l iterary pedigree . 
Through his experi ence of life, he broke away b y ne cess-
ity from the weak rorrantics of tis youth, an , se€king 
the neare st paralle l s t o his own adventure and medita-
tion and v is i ons , he f o·nd them in the ElizabEthan 
dramatis ts and the seventeenth century t r ave llers and 
literary philosorh rs . J~lville's genius follo ed t wo 
separate lines of growth , which joined i n Moby Dick: 
one of them was tra t of i~arlo e and ·ebster, with 
their untrammelled emotions , their stertorous vitality, 
and their keen transpositions of dream into reality and 
of reality into dr eam -- the other was that of Knox's 
Ca:ptivitz, direct, honest, well-ballasted. Had not 
these books been in t,."Je ship's library, Mslvi}le 
might have taken rr~uch longer to find himself .1 
At hrn:11e Melville found his family in very straitened 
circurr:.Gtances, and pt.rtly from. the pro.mise of .financial re-
turn a tte:,.1pted h:Ls first long work:. He was undoubtedly 
s.tt.racted to a career of writing, and here was the o:p:portun-
15 
ity to profit from his wasted years, and besides, his friends 
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were clamoring for him to put his adventures into a book. 
The method which Melville used in writing th::is can be dis-
covered fro.w. varimus ch.,es in the boot: itself. In the Pre-
face Melville says that the incidents had served to 11 relieve 
the weariness of n:J.any a nigh twa tch at sea. n · The fact tlm t 
the l!1aterial had been "spun as a yarnn may tave servEd to fix 
the de·tails in ;,Eelvillc's memory, and he wrote irnJtinctively, 
filling out his background with reading of every account of 
the South Seas he could find; Coolc's voyages, missionary re-
_._ t 1 ' Al • t· 3 ]10r 1..s, ·rave ers · v.escr1p ·1ons. This practice of reference 
to infor1::ation he secured at second hand is characteristic of 
:xolville's later style, and through it his writing gains in 
:reality what it n:ay lose in originality. 
Al though Ii:elville was later accused of being "a prejt:-
diced, incompetent, and trvthless witness,"4 he aetually 
----~~~~~~~~--~~~ 
lv:iwis 1~:u:mf ord, OJ2. cit., p. 58. 
2Raym.ond Weaver, op .. ill.•, p. 252. 
q 
""'Lewis Mumford, . .Q.£• .Q.,.i,1., p. 69. 
4Q,uoted by Heaver, 2.E.• cit., :Eclectic rlevier:, ( reprinted in 
Li . · ~ V 1 .,."·-·1-··-~ 2· ')!'; 
. v1ng Age, o • ./,..;'1.\i 11 p. .;;;,o. 
attempted to be exceedingly accu:ra te in his narrative,. He 
apologizes for the necessity of omit ting dates and tbe ex-
pla.na tions of origins and purposes of native customs, say-
ing that he "has stated such matters just as t.bey occurred 
and leaves everyone to form his own_ op.inion concerning 
the.m."l The story as far as Toby is concerned was voucherl 
for by that individual himself, who had also rr...anaged. to get 
back to civilization; and the digressions I,!Iel ville hoped 
would be justified by possible interest in the subjects. 
In this real or pretended air of reality lies the key 
to r2elville 'a genius. ]ie exercised his 1JJ.agina tion and was 
truly creative, but he was always forced back to the actual 
world for the basis of his story. Sentimental~ ty has no 
16 
place in this reality. J\b9lville's roniance is too much the 
ron,.anee of life 1 tself' to be al together confined to pal..m 
trees and lovely maidens. · Ee was as rnueh interested· in the 
m.isgumed efforts of t:t1e missionaries and the political prob• 
lem.s of the islands and in the flora a.n.d fauna of the valley 
of the Typees or its cannibal inhabi·tants. His treatment is 
candid to the point of naivete at times, a:nd in this point of 
view,. Melville discovered the useful tool of satire~ 
1'rnee was a literary sucoess, al though its popularity 
may have been due in part to the fv.ss raised over its sup-
posed infidelity and to the presence in the book of scenes 
,, 
lEerm.an Melville, Preface to TyrJee, £12.• cit., p. 4. 
2Meade !,iinnigerode,. .212• cit., pp •. 109-123. 
l? .· 
which were considered loose and i1:nmoral. These passages 
aeem. cor,,.:'.laratively mild today, but the public for which Kiel-
vill~ wrote was still one of delicate sensibilities, and in 
the .Revised Edition, the passages which pointed to the mis-
guided efforts of the missionaries, and the anecdotes, how-
ever nicely phrasedt which seer:!ed oi ther too graphic or too 
suggestive to the holders of the blue penci 1; were elimina-
1 ted. 
Li tera:ry critics :recei Ved Tl;1J2ee cordi0lly, however, 
recognizing the first competent literary treatment of the 
South Seas (previously there had only been records of travels 
and miss1.onary reports) and an author who offered "a new man ... 
ner in the hi story of letters .tt2 Mmrrf'orcl says of the style 
ot ~y:pee: 
It is written with a sKill that is beyond skill, with 
the clarity beside which a more deliberate artifice 
would be clumsy .. 3 
When Omoo appeared a year later, 184'7, the .colurr_:_bian Review 
stated: 
Tzyee has been read, we suppose, by every man, woman, a.nd 
child i.n the Union, who undertakes to keep 1)8.Ce at all 
with the :march of current li tera tu.re; and its f'ame has 
gone abroad also to lands beyond the sea.4 
l:Meade lUnnigerode, op. ill•, pp .• 109-125. 
2Ra.ymond Weaver, .£12.• oit .. , p. 203. 
3Lewis Mumford, op. ill•, p. '72. 
4Q,uoted by Minnigerode 1 op. cit., p. l.32 .. 
The subject matter of Typee is limited somewhat, but 
Melville added a great deal of purely exposi to.ry 1m terial 
on native oustoms, contrasted the primitive society with 
that which he had known at home -- much to the detriment of 
the latter and corru:nented upon missionary practices and 
French govermTiental tactics. These digressions were drawn 
partly from the x-eading which :Mel ville had done or from. his 
later experiences. 
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~ is much broader in scope, dealing with the condi-
tions which Tuitelville found on boa.rd the ship; the religious, 
social, and political life cf the ttcivilizedn natives of Ta-
hiti and Imoee; and containing,, in addition.,. ·the first of 
~Eelville's real character creations. The 11atives in T;y:pee 
are for the most I>art mere sketches, but the cre<l111 of the 
Julia, her officers; the consul of Tani ti and the official 
doctor, :missionaries, natives, and foreign planters are 
graphioal.ly drawn. The narrative is more elaborate and am-
bitious in its scope, for Helville is attempting not only to 
convey the life of the sailors who man the sailing vessels 
which navigate the remote waters of the South Seas, but also 
to give an accurate aocount of the conditions among the con-
verted Polynesians as they "struck an unbiased observer.ffl 
In both bocks there are the sa.m.e types of digression, 
uhich form the baekground .of the narrative. This ,.discursive 
habit is conscious VJith Melville. In Omoo at the conclusion 
lHerman Melville, Preface to Omoo., .£.12. .. ci.t,., p. 189. 
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of a discussion of thf) wild ca.ttle in j=olynesia, he says, 
"After this digression, it is time to run on after Tono1 
and the Yankee, nl the latter beir1g cl:1araeters in the story. 
The x;:,a·te:rlal on the geogre.phy and history of the islands, 
native cu.stows, food, clothing; is added to the ra th21~ bare 
outline of the narrative, and ell is told with the matter-o:f'-
fact style which chara.cterizes Itielvillef s early writing and 
the clarity of' expression which be alwa:rs conri1.anded.. The 
language is comparatively t1·e1j of the affe.ct0tions noticed 
in Lansingburgh :r1ewspc:per; details arc selected with 
t [ieems an effortless accuracy.. 'I'here is a poise an.d 
serenity in the point of view which is seen in in parts 
of Mel ville' s later work, but which never again pervades the: 
2 
atmosphere as it does in ~1tr: .. 9_e and Omoo. 
_\ Some of the descriptions a:re i ~,e ely in effect, 
but occa.f3ional1y in Om9.2, there ts evidence of the poetic 
v1ality or ~elville 1 s later writ , which s0H:ir,1s overdone 
'i'.'hen it occurs in connection th the early style: 
lt was earliest wn. The only showed 
its.elf a the lower edge of a bank of purple clouds, 
a )Eaks of Tahiti. The tropical 
cle.y seerr.J::d too languid to rise. Sometirr,cs, starting 
ti tfully, it decked the clouds with. :faint edgi11g of 
pink and grey, iVhich, f'adi away, left all diH1 age.in. 
Anon, it tl1.rew ot:t thi.n, pa c raya, ing lighter 
and lighter, until at last, e ~olden morning sprang 
----~ 
l ville, 52!Eoo_, S?..£• ill•, p. 308. 
Cit., p. 85 • 
out of the 1~ast with a bound -- dartiEg its bright 
beams hither and thither, higher and higher, and 1 
sending there, broadcast, over the face of the heavens .. 
T'he general tone of the book is not one which supports this 
"f'ine writing'; and the effect is hardly short of ludicrous, 
when a few lines :t'u.rther on the doctor is "hopping, skipping, 
and ,jUii:iJ)ing along "the beach; but ~.rery careful to cut. all 
hLs capers in the direction of the journey • 11 The descri:p-
tion in '.:l'::t:pef::: usually avoids this flaw, being carefully 
detail or generally panoramic, so that it fits the lucid 
narrative manner. 
I ~ This earl;y- 1111ri ting of .wie1ville' s is full of the hueor 
which never deserts him. Sometimes tb.e digs are so subtle 
that they pass alnos't unnoticed, so involved are they in the 
.I 
:::,1anner ot expresfr::iiox:1.. 1 this mocking laughter appee1rs later 
in a n,ore sardonic forn:, but Melville was not y;ri ting out of 
bitterness o:f heart but out of fullness o:f spirit .. Even 
possible stervation after six months at sea he treats in a 
mock-serious manner which is one of the best qualities of 
his style: 
Even the bark the t once clung to the vrnod we use for 
fuel has been gnawed off and devoured by the captain's 
pig; and so long ago, too, that the pig hin:sslf has in 
turn been devoured. 
The cock, lone ren!.a.ining fowl, will be the next to go; 
His attenuated body will be laid out upon the captain's 
table next Sunday, and long before night will be buried 
with all the usual ceremonies beneath that 1rwrthy in-
dividual 1 s vest.2 
lHer.rr;an Mel ville, .Qf}.QQ, .212• cit .. 1 p. 330. 
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In his attack on the false ideas put fo:rtb by men who 
had made only '1 little l~id-glove excursions ashore, 0 Mel ville 
ia. however~ pointedly sarcastic: 
The French had then held possession c:f the Marquesas 
soil'.e time, and already prided thew.selves upon the 
beneficial effects of their jurisdiction, as dis-
cernible in 'the deportm.ent of the natives. To be 
sure, in one of their ef:rcrts at ref'orK they had 
slaughtered about a hundred ar11_ fifty of them at 
Whitihoo -- but let that pass. 
Of the missionary reports he says: 
Did not the saored character of these persons render 
the purity ot their intentions unquestionable, I 
should eerta.inly be led to suppose that they had ex-
aggerated the evils of Paganism, in order to enhance 
the spirit of tbeir own disinterested labours. 2 
\ The society of his.day is held up to ridicule. He says 
that a e-ann;ibal continued hia harangue, 11 in emulation of our 
more polished ora to.rs, 0 and describes his own island costm:1e 
as resembling a lady's petticoat, f'only I did net have re-
course to those volum.inous :paddings in the rear with which 
our gentle dames are in the habit cf aug::::~enting ti-e sublime 
rotundity of their figures." Ee cor;;pares the bliss of the 
island inhabitants with the countless irritations "that the 
ingenuity of civilized man has created to mar his felicity~: 
There were no t'oreolosures of :mortgages,. no protested 
notes, no bills payable, no debts of honor in Typ0e; 
no unreasonable tailors and shoemal::ers perversely bent 
upon being paid; no duns of any descrir;tions; no assault 
and battery attornoy, to foment discord ••• , no poor re ... 
lations, everlastingly occupying the spore bcd-chaiber, 
and di:mini:Jhing elbow room at the family table •••• 3 
1Eerman Melville,!~, .2.E.• cit., p. 14. 
2ill,g_ .. , pp. 120-121. 
3;tl?J.§ .• , p. 92 .. 
0bv1ously these books are no 1~:ere chron:lcles of even ts,, 
nor are they pict:i..;res of ''heathenish rites and human saori-
!ices." Itel ville deli.berately introduces tte typical irrages 
which the name t'Marquesasn conjures u:p, in order to point 
to the fact that of these "naked houris 11 and ''cannibal ban-
quetsn there is little in his observations. lf oannibalisw 
was p.ractioed, he was unable to secure any more :proof than 
that of the three hum.an heads which he discovered in a bag 
ha.neing from the rtdge :pcle or his hut and tb e occt:.rrence of 
mysterious ceremonies from which he was banned. Yelville 
based his story on solid facts which he drew fron:; his own 
experience and the vast s.111.ount of reading which he had done .. 
Gaining confidence in his literary ability,, I1i!elville 
set to work on two new books, but not before he had Diarried 
Elizabeth Shaw, and assumed the responsibility of a fam.ily. 
Be moved to r!ew York, v1here .he and his wi:f'.e lived with his 
brother Allan and his three sisters.. Fortunately -:tor rv;e1-
ville, his sister Augusta was tireless in copying and 
correcting manuscript, for be was a ra ·ther careless writer, 
and already bis eyes were growing weak so tbe.t he had to give 
them .as m:ueh rest as possible .• j The first of thcne 'bc)oks was 3fa.rdi I in whieh !il!elville 
attempted to become truly inventive, although at times he 
seer:-;.s to be in a mood of burlesque and rollicking nonsense. 
But whatever his a tti tt:.de in writing gLardi, there is no 
doubt that its reception left him a sadder and wiser man. 
He wrote to hi.s publisher f'ro:r.n London, in Dece~1;ber, 184~: 
\iihn t a .rr:..adness and anguish :i;1t is, tL0 t an author can 
n:ver .... - uud~r !1? conoei vao/f"e circun~stances -- ?e a. t 
all :i'.'rank w1 -ch n1.s rem1ert:i~ Could :r, for one 1 oe 
franlt with them, how would· they cease their railing--
·those at lcas·t who have raill:!d •••• 
I onoe said something 'critical' about another rran's 
boo,,k -- I shall never do it again. .. •• Bad I not 
written arid published 'Mardi' in all likelihood I 
vvould not be as wise as I a.m now,. or may be.. For that 
thing was stabbed ~~~ (I do not say throue,;b.) and there-
fore I am the wiser for it.l 
Not all of the reviews were severe,, however, and Dfelville 
is soon laughing ironically at his own failure: 
••• let me supplementarily hint th&t a bit of old 
parchment (from. so:rn.e old .Arabic M .. S .s. fsicJ on l-1stro1 ... 
ogy) tied around each voluri:e, and sealecf on tbe back 
with a Sphinx and never broken till the aloe flowers--
would not b~ an unsuitable device for the bookbinding 
ot tMardi .. u; 
He had aoqui.red the freedom and intellectual audacity which 
gave him the strength to master his own greatness. 
The very evidences of approaching nmturity, however, 
are the weaknesses o:f ¥.:arg_!, because as yet these devices 
are beyond fi.(elville's absolute control; and the lack of 
balance and unity• the obscurity or complete neglect. of a 
centralizing theme rnake t11e book seem utterly wild. There 
are, however, sections which compare favorably with anything 
whieh Melville ever wrote, as well as passages of pure :fan-
ta.sy and symbolism which gained for him the title of the 
1 n·bl" 3 Amer can ae a1s. There 1s satire and cri ticisu;. of life 
1Q,uoted by Nfi:nnigerode, op. cit., pp .. 40-41. 
2Ibid •• p .. 42. 
which ts often re.markable in its finish. 1rhere are pages 
of philosophical cor2n:;entary which would :make excellent 
essay material. 1fihere is humor, though at the bottorn it 
is the laughter of despair: "It is good to laugh though 
the laugh be b.ollov.r •••• Hu.1nor, thy laugh is divine; 
hence mi:rth-makin.g idiots have been revered; and. so may r .. rtl 
1I'he wide knowledge, the delving into man ts inner nature are 
typically It'elvilleian, but the display is incoherent, lack-
ing the sure handling which enabled :Melville to carry an 
equal load in, ~·-rox Dill and do it ;\:n.:,ccessfully. 
Redburn, published the same year as Llardi, is the least 
Melvilleian of' the early books, but at the sa.rre time, it 
appears to be the most definitely autobiographical. ~here 
is less of rm1a:nce and adventure in t t in ttie .South 
nea novels, and none of' the mysticisn1 a:nd incoherence of 
llf:'ardi. Weaver says tba t t t is written ni th n invert,ed ideal-
ism" and builds "not castles, but dungeons in Spain." The 
tmt.bling of these ideals roo.y be tho ·t of as being symbol-
ized by the old guide book which Redburn cerrieD with hi~, 
only to find tit is fifty years out of date, and that the 
:pln ces on which he has lavished hours of fancy ha iTe long been 
torn down or utterly changed tn character .. 
.rust as Redburn is disnppointed in the England which 
he see,s; no ctu:rtles, only old shops and warehouses, none 
of' the old mo:r.rn.n,en"ts which the tourist sees, only t.he docks 
p. 718. 
th.rough which a Bailor boy may tramp; so there is little 
gloriflcation of the .rr.erchant service the narrative is 
"no chronicle of' vanished fleets and brave mew.ories." 1 John 
Masefield has Said that Redburn is his favorite of Melville's 
books: tta boy's book about running away to sea. ,. • • 
The book had been preceded only by Kathaniel Arr.es' !. ~-
iner• s Sketches {1830) an.d Danats !!.£ Years Before the TuTast 
(1840} as a record of what passes in the forecastle of a 
ship, and as a piece of description, Redburn is much more 
vivid than Danats "vigorous, faith:ful, 1L.odest narrative.1t3 
Al though r ..~elville thought of it as a w.ere potboiler, 
Redburn is the creation of a maturing artist; the ship and 
its crew are n:ade to live. The account is amplified through 
Redburn' s emotions and sensations, an.d the details cf the 
sordid life which he sees are described with a ruthless and 
ob jeoti ve realism. which sorcewhat discounts l11el ville' s osten--
ta tious contempt for this particular work of his.. iJ:here is 
positive mastery in the account ot the slow death through 
starvation of the mother and children whon Redburn found 
lyin.,g in a cellar,. and whose lives he tried in vain to save,. 
and ·the sketches of the dock-wall beggtirS are marvelously 
varied and graphic .. There is humor. too, in these keen 
L ·t 84 heaver, gp. c1 • , p. . .. 
Q 
~Q,u.oted by ~1innigerode,_ op. cit. 1 p. 50. 
3- it 81 livea.ver, .2E.. E......;,.•, p. · .. 
descriptive effort.s: 
The thing they called coffee was the .most curious 
testinr dri , and tasted as little like coffee as it 
cUd like lemonade. But what was 1nore curious still 
WI;;iS the a.ifferent quality and taste of it on differ-
ent mornings. So.rn.etimes it tasted fishy, t':tS if it 
were a decoct-ion of Dutch herring; and then it would 
taste very salt, as if some old horse or sea-beef 
had been boiled in it; and tEen again it would taste 
a sort of cheesy, as if the captain had sent his cheese .. 
parings f OJtW8.l'd to .ma};:e our coffee of; and yet ano't,her 
tia~e it would have such a very bad flavour, that I 
was almost ready to thi some old stooicing heels had 
been boiled in it. .Notwi th.standing the dis&g.reeable-
ness of the :flavour, I al\,;Jays 1)Sed to have a strange. 
cur iosi i~y every rcorning to soe what rie1,'J taste it was 
going to have;_ Eind I never rt.issed r1jaki a_ ney di.s-
covery and adding another taste to palate. 
'I'here are a few digress ions on the ship-board Clu.1toms 
which were at first very- puzzl:Lng to nedburn.. _,,:, whole chap-
ter is spent dtsct,.ssing guide books vJhicl1 his fo.ther bad 
collected, including the one which he found so useless. Re 
also discusses the conditions among the sailors and aJ11ong 
the ernigran ts on the voyage hon1e. The most e la borate ch.ap-
ter is one concerning a mystr:rious trip to London, which re ... 
minds one of the Arabian Nights description in one of the 
./ 
early Fragments,. and there is another highly imaginative 
:passage which describes Hedburn' s reverie as an Italian emi ... 
,/.d... grant boy plays his organ. /;:i!_;Ven .in this book are the char-
acteristics of Melvillet s style which make it a peculiarl;y-
'oe.rsonal thing: sly humor,. delibe:ra te irony, graphic descri·p-
Before Hedbu.rn was published Melville had begun his 
next book, White Jacket. Here again b.e reached back into his 
lt194-1495. 
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past for the rrB t erial ba sis of his art, and i n this book th et'e 
is the f irst ev i dence of the real con trol wh ic h ~elville had 
deve lo ped over his n1edi • I n Typee his a rt was unconscious 
and i nstinc t ive; i n ~a rd i it was deliberate but formless. 
But White Jacket, except that it lacks t he magnificent concep-
tion which makes Moby Dick what it is, is probably as well 
writ t en. Melville is not carried away by bitterness in this 
work as he is sometimes in his next book, and there are not t he 
multiplicity of purple passages which take the eye in Moby 
~' hurrying t he reader past a reasonable level of judgment, 
I n White jacket, in spite of the vigor and harshness of t he at-
tack on conditions found on s hip-board, Melville is more of 
t he happy-go-lucky Stubb of Moby ~; he i s irrepressible, 
laughing at his misfortunes with his jacket, "not a very whi 
jacket, but white enough, in a ll conscience , as t he sequel ( 
\V ill show"; describing even the ghastliness of s low dea th by 
exposure with an unquenchable zest. 
\ The germ of whi t eness is a tiny one in this volume, but 
it is a hint towards t he t heme of~~' in which Melville 
cultivated this idea until it became the grea t white whale, 
" the gliding great demon of the seas of life." The prose of 
White Jacket is :probably the best :Melville had written to 
da t e, and the style is consistently sustained. 
The authenticity of ~hite Jacket is vouched for by Rear-
dmiral Franklin in his Memo irs ~ .2!_ !. ~ Ad ral, al though 
the admiral was not quite sur e of t he exact position Herman 
Melville occupied. He says: 
At Ta.hi ti1 we piclced up some seamen who were on the 
consul's hands. They were entered on ·the books of 
the ship, and became a portion of the crew. One of 
the 1:1umber was Herman Melville, who became famous af-
terward as a writer and an ad1ni:ralty larJyer .2 
Melville's life in the navy was probably the happiest 
period of his life. His presentation of the life on board 
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t;he ship is as real as the graphic pictures of Redburn, but 
1:111 thout the rrLawkish sentiments of the seven teen year old boy. 
1J:he sense of the complexity of the existence is given without 
the confusion of Mardi. n1 let nothing slip, however Sit1all, 1' 
he says "and feel myself actuated by the same nmtive which 
has prompted many worthy old chroniclers to set dovm the 
iuerest trifles concerning things that are destined to pass 
~;;ntirely from the earth, and which, if not preserved in the 
niclc of time 1 must infallibly perish frcm the .memories of rnm:i. .. '1 
There are blacl< pictures also; the death of a mcm who broke 
his leg at the hands of the surgeon v1ho decided to amputa ta 
is said by Weaver to be na scene that Flaubert might vmll ba:!!e 
been proud to have written."3 
It is the sustained lightness of "t'Jhi te Jaek:-et which makes 
its style differ from that of Mobz i:ick. The whole seera.s to 
mn.ove rapidly and in a :rollicking manner in spite of the :many 
(1.igressions, which take the f'or:m of expository material about 
1 
Melville states in Omo~ that he left the island on & whaling 
vessel; there is no reference to the :point at which he joined 
the frigate in White Jacket; the ship is in Callao, Peru, 
when the story opens. 
,, 
~Q,uoted by Weaver, op • .£11., p. 234. 
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ship-board habits , yarns which the seamen spun on the main- top, 
J)hilosophical comnents by the author , and the various personal 
anecdotes which serve to fill out the long days at sea . Even 
in this straight- forward story there is a good deal of the 
manner which Melville perfected in Moby Dick. There is a 
great deal more ornament in the way of allusions than is fou nd 
in any of the previous books . The amount of readi ng Melville 
had done is apparent in this book , but before he began Moby 
Dick, the i mages which filled hi s mind had been made even more 
concrete by his European travels . 
Finishing Whi te Jacket in t he fall of 1849 , Iielville t ook 
the rcanuscript to Engl and to see whether he could i mprove h is 
income . For the first time here is a record which he himself 
kept , a journal wr itten in the ragmentary manner of most diar-
ies; furnishing a fi r st- hand a ccount of his trip abroad , this r 
journal points to i nterests whi ch offer clues to s ources of 
fe l ville ' s more el aborate style. He visi ted Canterbury Cathe-
oral , remarking--"Henry II , his , wife, and the Bl a ck Prince a r e 
nere--and Becket . " In Moby fil.2jf he describes the Pequod : 
"Her anc ient decks were worn and wrinkled like the pilgrim-
worshipped flag-stone in Canterbury Cathedr a l where Becket 
bled . " He dined at the Fa ls taff inn; one recalls his love or 
Shakespeare, t he pocket edition which he carried i n his "whi te 
jacket, 11 and the fre quent Shakespearean a llusions of his l ater 
rit i ng . 
It is evident that a number of the i mpr e ssions of t hi s 
voyage found thei r way i nto Melvil l e's subsequent wr i ting . He 
spent~ short time on the continent; at Feris , Brussels, 
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Cologne. Of Coblentz t he wrote: j "I\ ost curious that the fin-
est vrine ot all the Rhine is grmm right under the guns of 
Ehrenbreitstein . 111 This "frowning fortressn must have made 
considerable impression upon Melville, for he alludes to it 
in both 1oby Dick and Pierre . 
~ Notes in this journal also throw light upon Melville's 
reading at the time . He roamed the second- hand book shops , 
picking up a copy of Rousseau ' s Confessions and a 1686 folio 
of Sir Thomas Browne; he mentjons a bachelor party he attended 
eis recalling "poor Lamb's 'Old Benchers"'; he began and fin-
ished the Opium Eater, as he called i t--na most wonderful bool<:." 
Ee also mentions buying an old book which he might use should 
he decide to nserve up the Revolutionary narrative of the 
beg_: ar . '' He does not give the name of the book , but the nar-
rative is undoubtedly that of Israel Potter, which he did 
"serve up ." 
Retur ning to the United Statest .~elville moved his family 
to the Berkshires, where he purchased "Arrowhead," the farm 
on which he spent the next and most productive years of his 
life . It was here tbet Melville discovered Hawthorne , and here 
that he wrote Moby ~- A great deal of preparation went into 
the writing of this work; a great deal of Melville himself 
went into it, also . When he began writing he was in fine 
health, full of ~aterial for fifty books, as he wro te to Mr . 
Duyckinck; but there as not only the riting to do , but also 
the work around the farm, and the intense efforts which he put 
· ~uoted by Raymond Weaver, £.I?.• cit., p . 298. 
, 1 
forth left Melville's body and mind drained of strength. His 
wife writes that he would often sit for hours without riting ,/' 
e word, or perhaps as he says himself, he wrote with one eye 
closed and the other blinking to save his fading eye-sight. 
The book was finished in New York during the last days of the 
summer of 1851 . Melville wrote to Hawthorne that he felt that 
he was wearing himself out: what he felt like writing would 
not sell, and he could not write the "other way." So he fin-
ished up the whale in "some fashion or another." 
In Moby Dick are all of the qualities whi ch are to be 
f'ound in his other works; combined in t hi s single volume, they 
exist in a harmony whose paradox can be explained only by the 
intensity of effor t and the magnifi cence of the vision which 
enabled Melville to crea te Moby Dick. I It is, in effect , a 
~ de force, for it contradicts Ielville's realism, his ad-
herence to fact, the structural 
yet it has these very qualities 
used much of the materia l which 
weaknes s of which he is accused, 
in it. i/In this book, Melville 
\ 
had been part of the subs tance 
of his autobiographi cal narratives, and he added to this real-
istic Lateria l the philosophy of Mardi. The sea was still one 
of the frontiers c f the world; it offered a means of conveying 
un idea and at the sarr.e time gave Melville a grea ·t body of 
tradition and fact whi ch he utilized to advantage he di-
gressions are lavish. Lelville undertook "a draught of a sys-
teme. tiza tion of cetology," and he says, "I have swum through 
thole libraries and sailed t hrough oceans . " In Moby Q.1£.!f one 
finds one of the most complete accounts of a whaling voyage 
ever written . and so packed is t he allegory with · ital facts 
that it is often read without the slightest recognition of 
the deeper Eeaning. But all of these are rnere accessories .. 
/ 
The plot is simple, but Melville n1akes it tragic, even 
.Al though Melville protests that his revel is not 0 a 
hideous and intolerable allegory: it has been variously in-
\ ,! • 
ter:pre ted as such.)< The theme is the result of the specula-
/ 
tion of Melville's later years and the bitterness and disil-
lusion of his youth. In trying to reduce ns ture to a. formula• 
he seems to have ruade up his n~ind that evil is rampant in the 
world. 1 · •ro the se~ing eye, trelville declared, 
• • • the pel,sied uni verse lies before us as a leper; 
.•• all del:i{f1ed Ill$.ture paints like a harlot, whose 
garments cover nothing but the oharnel house within.2 
In the drama of Ahab, Melville found a. theme v1llich exactly 
aui ted his capaoi ties; to .Ahab the white whale was the syrr~bol 
of "that intangible 1naligni ty which has been from the begin-
ning," and "he pitted himself, all mutilated against it .... 
lie piled upon the wllale 's white hun1p the sum of all general 
rage and hate felt by his whole race from Adam do,~ •• 
Wonder ye then at the fiery hunt'?"3 /' \ 
1 
Van Doren say-s, 
The passion in Moby Dick makes the language always high, 
often top-lofty, whether the chapters in their changing 
:::,eq_uence are g.i vsn over to specul.a tion, inforn;a tion, 
poetry, or coriedy. 4 
Carl Van Doren, ~· ill•, p. 91. 
2Moby ~' p. 877. 
Zl,bi'd., -p.. 870. 
4car l Van Doren, .s:Jl • ill· , p. 96. 
And Mumford: 
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One can give no proper hint of this t:iork; even in its 
smallest detail, without quoting the language through 
which it is expressed •..• 1 
Moby ~ is re.ore than o. novel; al though no one has q_uestion,::d 
th~ accuracy of the factual basis, there is much more than the 
external suggestions of realis.m can convey. 2'(In the roonner 
I , 
o:f' proj.ection of the story and 1 ts philosophy is found the 
style for which Melville had sought before, but which in the 
writing o:f this book he truly mastered'{,, 
~ 
J Mobz lll..£!f has been spoken of as "a poetic epic. uv Behind 
this statement lies the fact that in Moby fil.£!£. there are 11:any 
styles not the least of which is prose which in actual rhythm 
end intensity approaches verse:-1 Experime·nts have been made 
in transposing passages of Melville's prose into free V'erse; 
of'ten in more regularly rhythmed passages one can soan a kind 
of broken blank verse. (Recently a cantata has been composed 
by Be.rn.ard Ee.rm.an,. the theme of which is the story of Mob~ 
~; the libretto,. arranged by Vernon Harrington, was ta.ken 
directly from the original prose and dialogue with only slight 
alterations, which consisted mostly in selective cutting .. ; 
/l 
Melville does not attempt to sustain this poetic mood 
throughout the whole narrative; the form of his \t.criting creates 
its own patte1"'n, and it is also the often unusual form which 
r::.akes credible the devious symbols and creates the passionate 
1Le w 1 s FEumt ord , .Q.12.· 
~ 
""~, pp. 1'78-180 .. 
t?. 
<,;Ipid., p. 181. 
.ill·, p. 159. 
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intensity necessary to the total effect. Mumford compares 
~,~oby fil..2! to a symphony: 
Every resource of languase and thought, fantasy, de-
sori:ption, pl1ilosophy, natural history, drarr:.a., broken 
rhythms, blank verser ir.:-..agery, syr:,bol, are utilized 
to sustain and expand the great theme •••• 
• • • Here are I'Jebster• s wild violin, Marlowe's cym-
bals, Browne's sonorous bass viol, Swift's brass, 
Smollett's castanets, Shelley's flute, brought togeth-· 
er in a single orchestra, complementing each other 
in a grand symphony. Melville achieved a s1L1ilar 
synthesis in thought; and that work has proved all the1 
n~ore credible · because he achieved it 1n language, too. · 
Mob,;y: ~ has been variously interpreted; the .men who in-
terpret it read into its allegory the experiences of life as 
they have seen it, or attempt to see in it the symbol o:f Mel ... 
:~i"lle's lif~e. )(It has been called the battle between man and 
his abstract intellect, between property and vested privilege 
and the spirit of 1.nan, between man and the elements of nature, 
between m.an and the unconscious. Ahab is, of course, the pro-
tagonist; the whale his foe. It is primarily the story of the 
tea and the men who go down to it; it is the record of a van. 
ishing occupation) For deeper meaning tban this, one must 
search Melville 1 s philosophy. Since the problem of good and. 
evil occupied him the greater part of his life) it is not un-
likely that I\iiumford has the solution when he says: 
It is,, fundamentally, e p::.l.rable on the mystery of evil 
and the accidental malice jf the universe. • • • Evil 
arise1with the good •••• 
At the same time,. th.ere is Melville's own statement: 
1 
~~ pp. 182-183. 
21!tl..5!., p • 184. 
t m.ortally iTitclcrable t1~uth; t t\ll 
is but intrepid effort cf 
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:feelings. His letters to his publisher a.re, on the other 
hand, charming and humorous, al though he refer.s frequently 
·to his failing eyesight: 
1 only wish that I had more day-time to .spend out in 
the da:y; but like an owl I steal about by twilight-;-
owing to the twilight of my eyes ..... l 
Melville himself felt that he had outdone him.self, and 
the ·obtuseness of hie public must have irri ta tea. him and in-· 
oreased his contempt for the world. In Pierre he says, 
ff 
.. . . though the world worship mediocrity and commonplace., 
yet it hath :fire and sword for contemporary grandeur." When 
he wrote this boolc 1 he was in a mood of both defeat and def1-
ance. The atyle of the novel is an obvious degeneration; the 
plot is forced and melodran..a tie. There are most of the varie-
·ties of Mobx Dick v1ithout the synthesis of the latter. Pierre 
is ti!elvillets only attempt to ·t;reat the problem of sex, and 
:some ori tics have worked ~psychological problems into the con ... 
text to explain the stylistic errors .. 
Whether Melville was led into excessive rhyt.bm by his 
own experi:ments in verse or by the subject m2. tter which. he 
chose or whether he was influenced by German mysticism, transcen-
den tali sm 1 or the style of some other wr.i ter i.s a problem 
which years of research hHve not solved, but one cannot feel 
thet this change of style was due entirely to mere careless-
t1ess.. The writing is too deliberately as it is--too consis-
tently at fa.ult- ... to be the result o:f slip-shod authorship. 
It seems likely that Melville was again striving for a means 
1 ' 
IJ;>id., p. 73 .. 
of exp1•ession 1Nhich for sorne reason failed ut;terly ar; far 
aa ordinary comprehension is co:ncernecL. There are T'JB.ny fi.ne 
:passages to be found, but these only show up the stylistic 
disease into which Melville had fallen. 
Paralleling this degenera tj,on tn style is the falling 
off .of Melville'·s production. In December, 1850, he had com-
plained that he had :material fo.r fifty books could he but 
f'ind time to thinl,c them. out separately. i 1he m.ont obvious r.ea.-
son for his silence was his ill-heal th.. L:Ielville 's physical 
power seems to have counted a great deal for his work. For 
several years his only writing consisted of short stories an<.1 
sketches: mediocre, anecdcites, discursive essays• syr:,bolic 
'tales, most of 1i'1hich are very weak •1 t3orr~e, however, show 
flashes of the old Melville. 
One of' the most sk:iJ.lful of Melvillet D short stor1es is 
J3enito Ceren~, which i,s to his short stories wba t Motx Dick: 
is to the l0i:11;er novels. l,lso in tere s·ting are some of the 
sketches from a group called _'.fhe Encentada.s, still indicative 
of Melville's descrLpt,ive power. Yvor 'ters, in an. ane. ly ... 
. . "' 
.sis or "'.) lville's works,~ places lville' s best work after, 
or rather followi and including, Zj~oby Di ck, but tbis is a 
:rather unusual cri t.ical view. 
As the product of the rrwtn who wrote MobY: Dick, all of 
his writing is of interest; and probably in all of it, one 
would find smnething of the qualities which .r:,.ak:e his prose 
1 
Lewis MUmf ord, .212.. cit. , p. 236. 
2Yvor Winters, 1:/iaule's Curse, p. 76. 
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essentially an original and powerful invention. 
Regarding Melvi lle's later life• Weaver says, 
Melville's longenity has done deep harm to his reputa-
tion as an artist in dying, and has obscured the phen-
omena l brilliancy of his early accomplishment. The last 
forty years of his history are a record of a stoical --
and sometimes frenzied -- distaste for life. a perverse 
and sedulous contempt for recognition, an interest in 
solitude, in etchings, and in metaphysics •••• 
He died September 28, 1891, at the age of seventy, and the 
literary journal of the day, The Critic, did not even know 
who he was.2 But rum.ford concludes: 
atever Melville' s life was, his art in Mobt Dick 
exhibits that integra. tion and synthesis whic we seek. 
Through his art , he escapeg the barren destiny of his 
living: He embraced Life. 
!Raymond '1/eaver, op. cit., p. 16. 
2Lewis Mumford, op. cit., p. 3. 
3
.ill.£.., p. 368. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TOOLS OF A STYLE 
,,/: 
/fhere are qualities of style which cr:mnot be added to 
writing, which grow directly from the mind of the author a~d 
are due to a oombination of imagination and accuracy of ob-
fr 
servation and expression,{ but writing is, after all, the 
I 
transference of thought and emotion by perceptible means, 
namely, by words and phrase and sequence of parts; hence, 
various stylistic devices are tangible aspects once they are 
definitely set into place by the vvri tcr, and as such may be 
treated fairly objectively. It is understood, of course, that 
the elements of a style do not take shape chronologically in 
the·order in which they finally appear; but in this :particu-
lar phase of analysis, the materials are discussed as they 
appear in the finished product. 
Aside from rhythm of the syllrbles and the tone color of ,,u 
.( .l'?.. 
individual vowels and consonantt:, ~he basis of any style is,., .. · Pl 
-~ diction or the choice of words and the order in which they 
are placed o Just as is true of any device, lthere_ i$ a.anger 
of the use of words for the pure pleasure of •,nerds,_) Jc1::::t as 
· such; an~ as early as the sixteenth century, one finds a. self-
conscious development of vocabulary, resulting in 11 aure&tionH 
or the use of words as a sort of gilding process. 1 
. One cannot read into any of Melville's works very many 
J1ages Vii thout realizing the extreme Vf)riety of the vocabulary, 
1 George Saintsbury, fl History 2f.. Engli~h Prose Rhythn1, p. 111. 
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and more particularly, the frequent use of obvious Latinisms. 
These Latin derivatives, however, are mixed with equally ob-
j 
vious colloquial terms, so that the only consistent :principle 
,a· 
seems to be variety in the word-stock •. There is, in spite 
of this, a sense of order ebout Melville's sentences which 
shows that actually he selected and disposed his vocabulary 
with great alertness J·.and did not use the Latinisms as orna-
ment entirely. 
Melville evidently was fond of polysyllablic words, and 
he used them with a peculiarly distinctive stylistic effect. 
Even in the comparatively simple prose of Typee and Omoo, 
one finds a liberal sprinkling of Latinisms ·• These '\>·:rords add 
to the verbal melody of the prose and are often used for a 
humorous effect. 
' .. It was undoubtedly this vocabulary which caused critics 
'.J 
to ascribe the authorship of Typee and~ to "an educated 
literary mann rather than the "poor outcast vvorking seaman" 
of the story .1JV The Latinisms are not confined to philosophi-
cal digressions, but are used with as great frequency in de-
soription and narration. A paragraph_ of a hundred ·words 
ohosen at random from. Tyyiee contained approximately thirty-
percent classical-derivatives; the avernge is :probably lower 
l:ecause of the pile-up of common native words in long strips 
of prose. 
It is not so much the number of La.tinisms as it is the 
1,eculiar effe.ct of uncommon words in an otherwise simple 
l 
Quoted from the London Times, by Minnigerode, 2.l?.· cit .• p. 108. 
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narrative hi eh makes the use of these elessic derivatives 
outstanding . For exampl e , Melville and Toby perform their 
"ablutions" in a stream, and they descend in to a valley 
"hemmed in by steep acclivities, which . • • formed an abr upt 
and semicircular termination o-r g.ra.ssy cliffs and precipices." 
These expressions gi ve the style a slightly pedantic flavor: 
"a certain feeling of trepidation," "the residue of my down-
ward progress," '' our panegyrics were some wha t laconic, n 
"congeniality of sentiment," "t.ake umbrage at," and dozens of 
similar phrases . The word "oleaginous" is a favorite of Mel-
ville's; he applies it to a great variety of things from 
coffee to weather.. This word-oho ice is one of the sources o't 
the striking epithets which Melville hits off: "amphibious 
rabble'' (the n ative boys and gir ls }, " lachrymose infant" (one 
of the nati ve gods) . 
In his personal l etters , Melville frequently slips into 
simila.r phrases , and in Mardi , he refers to the fact that his 
shipmates usually conferred upon him "a sort or drawing room 
title"; not because he was in any way inclined to squeamish-
ness or a "Chesterfieldian mince , " but because he was unable 
to hide his difference of background. The fact would come 
"stealing out in an occasional polysyllable; an otherwise in-
co~ prehensibl e deliberation in dining; remote , unguarded allu-
sions to Bell es- Lettres affairs; and in other trifl es too super-
fluous to mention. 11 1 His granddaughter remembers, also, that 
'be used words which seemed queer to her as a oh ild ; however, 
I Mardi, p . 386. The novels referred to in this manner are 
found in Romances of Herman Melville .. The pages in this 
volumes are numbered consecutively. 
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the example given, "cop" for policeman,l is evidence of the 
equal predilection for what might be called slang, or at 
least colloquial expressions, in bis VJtTiting. 
Saintsbury points out that an intellectual vocabulary 
may furnish agreeable relief to the appeal of the purely sens-
uous elements in words, 2 and it does appear that Melville dis-
tributed his words with an eye to the possible effect, or it 
may be that in searching for a synonym, he happened to choose 
a Latin equivalent to serve as a contrast. In .Q.!!Q2., more 
definitely humorous in tone than Typee, the effect is undoubt-
edly as laughter-provoking as shallm:,f pretentiousness usually 
is. The islm;ld physician appeared 
••• so absorbed in the business of locomotion, that 
he h~eded n~t the3imprudence or being in a hurry in a tropical climate. 
The humor lies as mueh in the choiee of \'lords and in the phras-
ing as in the meaning involved. 
Melville often selected verbs v1hioh are especially graphic 
because they are derived from nouns of fairly specific meaning: 
"heights tbat environed the vale," "I was inducted into a 
wretched 'bunk,'" "rendezvousing." "limboed," "embayed waters," 
"desponded." This practice is not overdone in the early books; 
in fact it adds to the freshness of expression. tut in Pierre, 
e.s Forsythe points out, Melville used words which are probably 
I. 
Raymond VJ eaver, 2.£. cit. , p • 378 • 
~ 
.:,George Saintsbury, .fill• _ill., p. 303. 
5 Omoo, p. 299. 
-
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original and which ar e often awkward and cacophonous.l 
Compound adjectives are cuite frequent in~ Dick and 
Pi~rre; the early books, however, are almost free of them. 
Since Mardi is in so many respects fantastic, one finds that 
the vocabulary has unusual elements also. Occasionally there 
are jaw-fillers such a s "tri-trebly-tri-triply," but these 
extremely elaborate forms are rare ., In Pi erre the compound 
word occurs with irri tating regularity: "bravado-hero , " 
"day-dozers," "winter-overtaken plant." 
/ 
~ A characteristic of the orn~ented style of Jelville is 
his tendency to use multiple adjectives and synonyms.1f'This 
device is noticed in Mardi, but only occasionally. There is 
also evidence of the device of listing or cataloguing artic-
les, typical of the later style: 
1 
••. rusty old bell-buttons, gangrened copper bolts, 
and sheathing nails; damp , greenish Carolus dollars 
(true coin all), besides Jivers iro~ screws, and 
battered chisels, and belaying pins. 
She pilfered whatever came handy: --iron hooks, dollars, 
bolts, hat.cha.ts, and gtopping not a t balls of marline 
and sheets of copper • 
• • • all and sundry those vegetable pills , potions, 
powders, aperients, purgatives , expella tives, evacua -
tives, tonics, emetics, ca t hartics , clysters, injec-
tions, sacrificers, cataplasms , lenitives, lotions, 
decoctions, washes , gar gles, and phlegmagogues; to-
gether with all the jars, calabashes,4gourds, and galipots, thereunto pertaining •••• 
Herman Melvill e , Pierre, Robert w. Forsythe's Int roduction , 
p . xxxv. 
2Mard1, p . 410. 
' 
~. p . 421. 
4Ibid, p. 699. 
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These noata logues" and those in White Jacket grow out of the 
context in a l ogica l manner; that is, the list is not forced, 
but advantage is taken of t he occasion to elaborate in de-
tail instead of mentioning only a few articles: 
Now gregoes, pea jackets, monkey jackets, reefing 
jackets, storm jackets, oil jackets, paint jackets, 
round jackets, short jackets, long j a ckets, and all1 
manner of jackets, are the order of the day •••• 
This i s the time for oil-skin suits, dread-naughts, 
tarred trousers, and overalls, sea-boots, comt'orters, 
mittens, woolen socks, Guernsey frocks, Havre shirts, 
buffalo-robe shirts, and moose-skin drawers.2 
~he double and trtple adjectives to nd in Mardi are much 
more insistently used in White Jacket and Moby ~, ~nd fre• 
quently one finds more than three adjectives. Some examples 
from Whi te Jacket are: "a tall, l ank cadaverous young man"; 
"my grandfather's gallant t gable-ended co eked hat"; "his 
gallant, off-handed, confident manner"; and from Moby Dick: 
"a boggy , squitchy pic ture truly" ; " indefinite, half-attained , 
unimaginable sublimity"; "long, low, shelf-like table" ; "vil-
l anous green goggling glasses. " Some of t he more extreme ex-
mples are: "warmly cool, clear, ringing , perfumed, overflo -
ing , redundant days"; "sundry l azy, ne'er-do- well, unprofi table, 
and a bominable chu.mmiesn; "withered, shrunken, one-eyed, tooth-
less, hairless Cuticle. :J 
Along with the use of multiple adjectives is found a cor-
responding use of synonymous nouns, and even synonymous verbs 
1White Jacket , p . 1169. 
21:.2£. .£!.!. 
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in a tew passages. Ex ples of t~e nouns have been given as 
"ce.talogues, 0 and tbe folloving are also typical: "numerous 
little ehnpele , alcoves, niches, end altar,," and "all honor-
able respectable toils, trials, and tribulations.fl Ln illus-
tration or m.ul tiple verb usage, also found in ',:'hi te Jacket, 
is, "The ship's bows ~.:;ere no. butt.in , ba tering, ramming , and 
thundering over and upon the head seas.- • • • " and fro.m 1Jerd1, 
"very hard to overcome, cajole,. or circumvent." 
~ , ' elvilla is usually consistent in adapting the 1ction 
of the dialogue to the character of the speakerA . Naturally, 
the vocabulary of the sailors is full of nautical terms and 
picturesque slang: just as the speech of the Polynesians is 
,, 
typical mixture or native ~ords and broken nglish. '?he 
language or the characters of' 11a.rdi 1s, to be sure, often ora -
torical or ven oetic, nd that of the halr-!.'lad philosopher 
often turns to gibberish. However, these instances are unusu-
al, and ordinarily the dialogue is plausible~ if not ea~y and 
natural~ There are in 1,oby D:.ck, as 1eaver says 
• • • long dialogues and soliloquies such as 1"ere 
never spoke by morta an in his taking senses , con-
versations that for sweetness, strength and eourap..e 
r·emind one of pas?,a e': fro.:n .ekirer, -,ebe ter, L~a~~inser, 
Fletcher and the other old dram tlsts loved both by 
~elville and by Charles Lam~ •••• 1 
~ut these are f· lly prepared for and in ~~ering wi th the dra 
cf which they e.re a part. The dialogue of 'Pierre io very un-
usual. pa.rticularly t he "thee" e.!ld •· thou" ad1ress used by the 
.a..ain oharecters, but it will e discussed else.here in more de-
tail. 
1Ray ond ,e .ver, op. olt., p . 27. 
Regard.ing PolJrnesian words there is & note in the Profaoe 
Except in those eases where the s;,clling has been 1..:re-
viously dete:rr1ined by others--that form of orthography 
has been employed, til1ich ,.j,i,ght tr~ supposed most easily 
to convey their sound to a stranger.1 
Melville's orthography appears to be an attempt at phonetic 
transcription { on the basis of the Continental vov.rel-system) • 
The word "typee" or cannibal is spelled 0 taipi'~ usually and 
!Juk:uheva, the island of' the Type es, "Mukahi va. u However, 
there is only enough of the Polynesian lo.nguoge used to carry 
out the romantic theme. and any important ideas are conveyed 
by Melville in a convenient translation. The native ·words for 
food and clothing: "am.ar, f7 npoee-poee, '! "koko," ( principal 
dishes) "arva,." (native liquor) are defined as they are used. 
It is evident that Melville had some knovJledge of lin-
guistics. or that he ha.d studied the matter after returning home, 
for he notes the intricacies of' the dialects and contrasts 
the labial melody of the girls, "giving a musical prolongation 
to the final syllable of eve-r:y sentence," and the more ngut-
t.ural" articulation of the men, who, when excited, "would 
work themselves u_p into a sort of :wordy paroxysm, during which 
all descriptions of rough-sided sounds ·were _projected from 
their mouths."2 
l 
'Preface to Typee, o,p. cit .• , p. 3. 
2 -!,vpef?.J p. 157. 
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Robert Louis Stevenson, otheniise an admi.rer of Melville, 
objected to his rendering of the Polynesian speeen.,1 not 
taking into account that the faults are :probably due to un-.. 
successful orthography than to actuAl .misrepresentation or 
sound. Mumford refutes Steven.son's idea, saying thGt t1Mel-
ville had a curiously accurate eer ••• " and citing a passage 
f'ro.m. ~' whieh is one of the eerliest records in literature 
~ 
or the modern Cockney as opposed to the earlier urban dialeot.t:.: 
Flash Jack crosses the forecastle, tin- can in hand, 
and seats himself besid.e the landlubber. 
naard fare,this 1 Ropey," he begins; "hard enough, 
for them that's known better and lived in Lunnun. I say 
now, Ropey, s•posing you were back to Holborn this morn-
ing, what would you have for breakfast, eh?" 
"Have for breakf'astt" cried Ropey, in a rapture. 
0 Don't speak of itt" . 
W\Nhat ails the fellow?" here growled an old sea-bea.r, 
turning round savagely. 
"Oh, nothing, nothing," said Jack; and then, lean-
ing over to Rope Yarn, he bade him go on, but speak lower. 
"Well, then," said he, in a smue;ged tone, his eyes 
lighting up like two lanterns, "well, then, I'd go to 
Mother Moll'ls that makes the great muffins: I'd go there, 
you know, and o.ock my :foot on the'ob, and call for a nog-
gin o' _somethink to begin with.tt 
"And \t'iha t then, Ropey? 
"Why then, Flashy," continued the poor victim .. , un-
consciously ,var.ming with hiD theme: "why then, I'd dravJ 
m:y chair u_p and call for Betty, the gal wot tends to cus-
tomers. Betty, my dear, says I, you looks oharmin' this 
mornin'; give me a nice rasher of bacon and h'eggs, Bet-
ty my love; and I wants a pint of h'ale, and three nice 
_, ot muffins and butter -- and o slice of Ches ire; and 
.D~tty, I wants--" 
"A shark-steak, and be hanged to yout" roared Black 
Dan, with an oath. Whereupon, dragged over :t,he chests, 
the ill-starred fellow· ie pummelled on deck. 3 
lLewis Mumford, 2£·-2.!.l·, p. 82. 
2
~. cit .. 
3omoo, pp. 221-222. 
The felicity of the rendering of sailors' dialogue points not 
only to Melville's skill in presenting life and character, 
but also to a keen ear for speech-sounds 'Jvhich underlies his 
un.canny abili t;r in his m&ture prose to e blish a .n1r:rvelous 
relationship between sound and cont vvl1ich is fc.r beyond 
that of the ordinary prose style. 
One .might note in pc.ssing, hmvever, thn.t li'fel ville v1as 
notoriously & bad speller; he calls attention to the fact 
in his letters, having diff'icul ty vd th ds.guer:reotype_ { he 
spelled it nDagreuty])eri) --"what a df1vil. of H:n unspellable 
vmrd," -- anc1 ~ {''quen) in onother instB.nce.1 Eis poor 
eye-sight made it impossible for him to proof-read c2.refully, 
which also partl;y account£{ for th.e t::u:my errors found in his 
leter books. A parbllel oircumste,nce is related j_n fierre; 
:\'Iel ville says that tl1e youne; author corrected the worst 
errors and let the rest go, "jeering th himself at the 
rich hs.rvest thus furnished to the entornological IstcJ 
eritics. 11 
evitable part of the manner of expression. The variety of 
worcl-length adds to the rh~rtllLi :s,nd providee, the reinforce-
ment of "beautiful words" of which Saintsbury speaks: 
"those words whi.ch at once force color and outline on the 
ruind rs eye, sotmd und echo on 2 the .:.-~tind' s ear." 
l 
Q,uoted by Hinnigerodc, QI!· cit_9, • 72-7~-S, S.1 t..,J~L • 
2 
George Saintsbur.r, 212.· clt., ri. 290. 
- -
The lbtter 
book ms1kes use of the stately quaker idiom of the :t;Ji:_:;.ntucket 
seamen, and the dialogue is flavored 1rJith Biblical ouotB.-
tions. 
\' Importa11t as words are in def'ining style, the manner 
in vthich these vrords are put togethel' is n much 3.ore def-
ini te and personal cll&racteristic. J\nyone can use VJo'rds; 
it is the .manner of con1bination which L' in a sense original 
and therefore difficult to isolate. ,.1elville 1 s individual-
ity of expression is apparent in all of his books, and is 
in its most finished form in ;.'.Ioby Dick, where :stll of' the 
ll 
elements of his style exist for once in a perfected blend. 
1T'his manner can hardly be explained as due to a certain type>1 
of sentence structure, f'or it is more of'ten the result of 
the words chosen and v.:hat is certainly not a conventional 
and wholly standardized idim,1. 1'.r'here is something of the 
oratorical manner in the turn of pllrase, yet this qual:tty, 
which v;o-:J.ld be a draviback in an ordin:;;;ry style, if1 used 
effectively by-Melville. 
Perhaps what enabled. him to overcome oll expected hond-
icaps is the hUi'llOr v:hich is never long absent from his 
pages, al though it become:3 more sE,rclonic later. 1fTe.aver 
says: 
When Melville sat down to write, always at his knee 
stood that chosen emissary of Satan, the comic spirit; 
· a demonittc nev,s:r long tcibsent fr-o:.n. his ps.ges .1 
Without the spirit of mockins luughter, L1e1ville' s tendency 
r-
Rayraond r,;eaver, ££• cit., p. 27. 
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toward the inflated and verbose 1Nould see:n just that, and 
while the theory may never have been advanced, it seems 
possible that the later degeneration of his style iNes due 
in part to his taking hi.ms elf fand his writing too seriously .• 
As another stylistic advantage, the :first person narra-
ti ve was retained by Mel ville until he wrote Pierre. P.s 
Henry Je.mes points out somewhere, this nr1ouble privilege of 
being at once subject and object" remove& many difficulties 
in vn·iting. :Melville by no means attempted to sustain a 
conversational style, a style which vwuld hsve excluded 
elaborate embellishment, but he allowed himself a manage-
ment of' emphasis, a deliberate pointing out of meaning; and 
by creating an illusion of reality through the first per-
son, ha was able to excuse himself for his digressions, to 
attempt to convince the reader of his belief's, to fling out 
his rhetorical questions, all the v1hile availing hin.self ot 
the 8:.esthetio advantages ot an ornate style. 
<:'J( 1?or the most part, I01el ville avoided short sentences, 
using those of considerable length a.nd complexity; and his 
punctuation often appears to follow a method all his ov.n. 
The crnnstruction of the sentences is both periodic and 
loose, but the eumuletive series of clauses is found more 
frequently then the balanced sentence fa frequent device 
is what appears to be a periodic sentence v\i'i th a final 
modifier tacked on. 
·J~rhe length and complexity of the sentences increases 
in Moby Dick, yet clarity is retained to an unusual degree. 
The piling of clauses and modifiers adds to the rhythmic 
(\ 
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a ture of the sentences, and in the more sonorous passages, 
there is more than a tra ce of Hebrew p arallelism: 
For the sea is his; he owns it, as Empero~s own empires; 
other seamen having but a right of way through it. fer-
chant ships are but extension bridges; armed onet but float -
ing forts; even pirates and priva teers, though follow-
ing these.a as highwaymen the road , they but plunder 
the other ships, other fragments of the land like them-
selves, without seeking to draw their living from the 
bottomless deep itself. The Nantucketer, he alone re-
sides and riots on the s ea; he a lone, in Bible l a nguage, 
goes down to it in ships; to and fro ploughing it as 
his own special pl anta tion. There is his home; there 
lies his business, which a Noah 's flood would not in- 1 
terrupt, though it overwhelmed all the millions in China . 
~ elville's sentences a re sufficiently varied in lengt h /)/ M . / 
and co position to avoid monotony of rhythm or jerkine~s;)/ 
Those i n Mardi a re unusual in their extreme va riety, r ang-
ing from fragments and very short sentences to lengthy 
periods. Often the na tural word order is i gnored complete-
ly for stylistic effect, and the prose is almost poetic in 
the willful distortion alone: 
Slowly wore out the night. But when uprose the s un, 
fled clouds , and fled sadness.2 
There is no inversion of this sort in the fir s t part of 
.Mardi, however, but the style follows t he story -- the more 
f ant astic the story, the f arther from the normal is the 
prose. In the l ast t , o-tliirds of t he book, the effect of 
the sentences i s one of r apid movement, for when the sen-
1Moby Dick, p . 79?. 
~Ja.rdi , p. · 90. 
rhytl:1111ieal effect is retained.. The sen·tenees ·tend to periodic 
order, many of which are :metered proae: 
In the verdant glen of Arda.ir ;c far i.n tho silent in-
terior of Aroma, shut in by hoar old cliffs, Y11lab 
the maid€m abode.,.1 
In B_edl?]J:n, none .of this inversion, which was 1:1ith 
:Melville apparently a deliberate atte1npt to fix attention, 
and of t;en irksome and elurrisy in effect .. is apparent. The 
sentences a.re almost consistently long, al though there are 
oecasional short clauses.. There is a general quietness of tei'ne 
wh ioh is the result of the regular rise Pmd fall ot direct 
and simple prose. . ?he whole is done in a reminiscent man• 
ner which suits the subject and m-al<::es the graphic descrip ... 
tions and narrative as imaginative in their way as is the 
more 8labora te style which intensifies the mystic qualities 
of ~ObI Die:k. 
ln TNhite Jacket and Mobi pie.!', except. that ·t;he latter 
1nake s more .frequent use of curnula ti ve clauses, there is a 
skillful blending of sentenc®s, of varied length & nd order. 
The cb.oppy effect of Mardi is used only for special J;:Brts 
\'Vhere such movement i.s in harm.ony with the content. iiioward 
the end of Mobv Dick periodic sentences beoon..e more :t'requent,. 
and '.tl::le whole style becomes a more precise instrument of 
e:tpres.sion: 
Almost siraultaneously\ with a mightly volition of un-
graduated, instantaneous swiftness, the 1'lJhite Whale 
l,. di 1\/18!'· .. · ________ ,- p. 462. 
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darted through the weltering sea. But hen Ahab cried 
out to the steersman to take new turns with the line, 
and hold it so;, and commanded the crew to turn round on 
their seats, and tow the boat up to the mrk; the moment 
the treacherous line felt t hat double strain and tug, 
it snapped in the empty air!l 
.How effect a cumulative structure ca n be one can see from 
the effect of the pile up of clauses in the following sen-
tence, which one sees el most at the end of the book: 
But as the last whelmings intermixi ngly poured them-
selves ov·r the sunken head of the I ndian at the main-
mast• leav ing a few inches of the erect spar yet vis-
ible, together wi i:ih long streaming yeards of the flag , 
whi ch calmly undulated, with ironical coinoidings , over 
the destroying billows they almost to uched; --at that 
instant a red arm and a hammer hovered backwardly up-
lifted in the open air, in the act of nailing th e flag 
faster and yet faster to the subsiding spar.2 
Paragraphing is not so a rbitrarily manipulated as a 
stylistic device by Melville as is the sentence, but his 
para graphs are of ten effective. There is as great varia-
tion in paragraph length as in sentence length, perhaps 
more . Son:e extend three or tour hundred words; others are 
as short as two words or a single exclamation. Of course, 
dialogue determine s the paragraphing to a certain extent, 
but there are some e onversa tions in which the speaker con-
tinues for hundreds of words without a break. These are the 
exception. however, for in normal passages the speeches are 
of ordinary l ength . 
Sometimes Mel v i lle pa ragraphs simpl y for the purpose ot 
emphasis. Thi s is a fre quent device i n Mardi, but there 
l~oby Dick, p . 1100 ., 
2
~ ., pp . 1101-1102 . 
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remain many long paragraphs also. The internal structure ot 
the paragraph usually determines its length, and the choppy 
paragraphing of Mardi is hardly typical of the style as a 
vhole. In rapid narrative the practice is to let the para-
graph run to considerable length, from a hundred to two hun-
dred words, perhaps, then to alternate with a shorter para-
graph; or sometimes there may be several long paragraphs be-
fore a break will occur. In narrative, of course, the order 
tends to be chronological, but in descriptive or discursive 
J)assages, it may be climactic or cumull. ti ve, or there may be 
a rising and falling effect dependent on the rhythm of the 
sentences. 
Considering the variety of material in Melville's novels, 
one recognizes the synthesis which he achieved as the result 
of skillful blending of many parts. The narrstive furnishes 
/ 
the thread upon which are strung the many digressions, natur-
al historical, philosophical, the long dialogues and solilo~ 
quies, and a great many passages of purely personal comment 
or imaginative reverie. At first the connection is made ob-
viously, the author calling attention to the nature of the / 
digression, often giving the source in case of historical ma-
/ 
/ 
terial; then the discursive habit cea ses to be a mere dragging 
in of extraneous matter, and the "digressions" become an in-
extricable part of the whole. The use of what might be called 
the panoramic point of view enabled Melville to prolong the 
illustration and description without confusion. 
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~The distinction between narrative and background mater-
ial is usually made apparent by the chapter division, although 
sometimes the logical connection between the two makes this 
unnecessary. The varied nature of the subject matter is in-
dioated to some extent by the number of chapters in Melville's 
books. In Mardi (363 pages) there are one hundred ninety-
five; in Moby !2!2!f.. (353 pages), one hundred thirty-five. II.-
pee, a much shorter book, (1?4 pages), has thirty-four; Qm22_ 
(274 :pages), has eighty-two. Since the chapters in Typee ax-e 
consistently longer, it seems probable that the short chapter 
was a later development. In Pierre Melville evidently tried 
to avoid this multiplicity of chapter by dividing the novel 
into twenty-six books, which are in turn subdivided. 
( One of the most unusual of Melville's devices is the in-
troduction of the dramatic scene into the novel. Directly 
connected with this is the use of the soliloquy, which is an 
aspect of the influence of Shakespeare on Melvill;J The so-
liloquy, in its strictly dramatic form, appears only in Mobz 
Dick, but in ~ardi and White Jacket there are passages in a 
d.iscursive vein which might be construed as soliloquies. 
The dramatic sketch occurs in both Mardi and Moby Dick, but 
there ere scenes in all of the novels which are like dramatic 
sketches in the scarcity of the supporting material and the 
dependence upon dialogue for progression of action. In Marti 
there are also long philosophical dialogues, remotely resemb-
ling the Platonic form. 
-·---,1 
-}'\~n Moby !!.!.£!£, particularly notable are the several scenes 
' ' 
p.res:ented in exact dramatic form' setting and direotions being 
given parenthetically, the speakers designated. The sequence 
of chaptE3r.s en.titled "Sunset, n "Dusk, lf nna 11First Night tC:hH 
contain the soliloquies of Ahab, Stcrbuck, Stubb, each in 
a characteristic mood. The contrast of character is perfect-
ly vwrked out,: Ahab, deEpairing yet uns:nerving in h:ts mono-
mB.nia; Stc1rbuck, re.ores en ting the Col vinistic doctrine, bound 
to obey the man he both lurtes and pi.ties; 2ind Stubb, believ-
j_r:;.g ir: predestination of a different sort; colloquial, slangy, 
yet a philosopher at heart: 
I lnww not all that may be co.rp.ing, but 1)e it what it 
will, I'll go to it laughing.~ 
Preceding and following these soliloqui,2s are tvvo chap-
ters which might be matched with any drama f'or intensity. The 
first is the scene of the quarter-deck in which Ahab 'vvins the 
tm.en over to his 
this scene than 
chase}/ There is more comment and setting in 1\ 
in the following chapters, but no more than 
one f'inds in a Barrie play. In the chapter nMidnight, Fore-
castle" the speakers are simply designated and their positions 
indicated: 
Jloresail rises and discovers the w~itch ctancnnc, loung-
ing, leaning, and lyins in various attitudes, ell sing-
ing in chorus.2 
The sailors sing and dance, laughing and joking; various na-
tionali ties are indict.,ted by the speech and attitude of each 
sailor who speaks. The scene starts in a rollicking mood, 
but as a storm springs up, the atmosphere becomes te11se, and 
1 
Moby Dick, p. 8bl. 
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a fight is avoided only by the mate ordering all aloft. The 
transition back to the narrative is mo.de in the next chapter 
in a very neat manner: 
I 1 ?Jbmael, w:~ ~ne of thEit crev.r: m: shot;t:, had go~1e 1 
up ,in th the r,., .... t, my oath hEtd been 1-,,eldP.:a .nth theirs .•.. 
While the story of the three-day whale hunt is not in 
this dramatic rorn, it is probably one of the most drat1atic 
passages in literature.. The intensity heightens gradually 
from the moment Moby Dick is first sighted and is increased 
tiy the use of symbols throughout the book, so that there is 
an impressive combination of spiritual and physical adventure 
which makes the book a suocessful blending of forms and sub-
ject whether it utilizes the qualities of' a novel, a tragic 
2 drama, or an epic poem. 
Many critics have ~ommented upon the magnificent opening 
line of .Moby Dick without noting the fact that most of r/Iel-
v ille' s other books have direct beginnings ·nhioh are 8.lm.ost 
es skillful as the paragrap:t. from :Mob;y: Dick_ beginning ''Call 
me Ishmael." The usual device is that of plunging right into 
the narrative, so that the reader feels immediately that he 
is in the confidence of the narrator es the scene is set. 
Take the beginning of Ty;e~e: "Six months at seat", folloined 
by the clever treatment of the sorry state of the provisions 
on board and the charming conception of the land-sick ship. 
!:lo 'NOnder the :prospect of the Marquesas was a delightful one. 
1 
Moby !2!.£k, p. 866. 
2!-vor Winters. £P.· ill.·, p. 7. t"' .., .. 
Omoo takes un the story P.X.actly vvhec··•t:· TY"".·ar'e 1 nft ·i + • ~ - ~ .,_ - ,;: ._,. "" .L V ,. t ._, ,,I.., V ~ . _,,.. t., • 
It wns in the middle of o bright tropical afternoon 
that we made i:t,ood our escaTrn from the ba,r .1 0 ~ ~ 
The rapid, somevvhe.t erratic course of i,re.rdi. is eet by 
t,he opening ~rnntence: "Vt' e are otf ~", and in its wny, the 
opening paragraph is quite good for the purpose of setting 
the stage: 
The courses and topsails Gre set: the coral-hung 
anchor svdngs from the bo::1: together, the three 
royals are given to the b:ceeze, the=~ t f'olloivs us out 
to sea like the b&ying of a hound. Out spreads the 
canvas--alow, aloft--boom stretched, on both sides, 
·with. .many a stun' f;ail; till like a hrmk, v;i th pin-
ions :poised, '\Ne shado-::1 the sea vd th our sails, and 
reelingly cleave the brine.2 
}';lelville's habit of alluding to whnt will follo1s, a prao-
tice which he continues throughout his ·t,ooks, h: seen in the 
opening of ~ Jacl-:il, [:1.lready cited a~.: an indicr" tion of 
the jovial mood of the book. 3 H~5ibu~_g_ ~,t.s;rt2, vd th the eve 
of the departure for :Nev, York v:ri th Redburn' s troth.er gi -ving 
him a hunting jacket; then the story goes bac1';: to pick up 
the imagine ti ve bo.ckground which Rec.burn l1od been building up 
for himself' and v1hich "NCS to be ruthl8S:.,ly destroyed by his 
oub.secJ_uent experiences. complete bi 
~ :?otter l)egin £md :J1ove .more Blowly. 
~ ~ ~ 1::eg1.nn1 1,1\,'jth :.1]:)rcii, J:c,fel ville se2:11S to have become more 
and more n conscious stylist. A part of thiE: clel:fberr.:1.te man-
ne:r is llis use of' S;i,'mtolism 8.nd fr·"cte. olis::L in Mardi 
is largely artificial: flower~, si · the ntunber threa, us <~d 
l('n'OO 1·· ] nc:; 
~) _1., .. ;;?v• 
2,x,-,r,'14 y, r;:,.70 • 
~t Y,• V V 
3mmpte:r , p. 27. 
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in countless ways; pls.ce names: 0 !sle of I:Tods"--the home 
of dreamers, hypochondriacs, somnambulists--"House of Morn-
ing, n "House of Afternoon," 0 Land of Shades, r, "Land of the 
V'Jarwicks or Kingmakers"; and the allegorical significance of 
the characters themselves to a certain extent. In YJhi te Jac:k-
--- -
il, the jacket makes :Melville conspicuous and the butt of 
jokes. To him it takes on a .malignant personality, tent on 
his destruction. Only when he falls from the main-rnast into 
the ocean, does he manage to free himself once end for all 
fror:1 the jacket ,shlch vms al.mosr. his shroud. The ~1acket, hov-1-
ever, is only a minor 1,:;art ot: the story-, as is the guide book 
in Redburn, symbol of the worthlessness of his ideals. In 
both books, these ''symbolsn only SE")l"ve to high-light the nar-
:::::·ative, for the books are comparatively free from hidd€m mean-
ings. 
'•·i 
r :tn Mobz Dick, however, Mel ville' s symbolism appQars 
f 
again and again, and in a more vital form. The very name of 
the narrator, Ishmael, sets the background, emd there are 
other names of Biblical signifi.cance: Ahab, the mad captain., 
w·i10se mother had named him after the VJ'i.cl:ed king, e.nd of whorn 
it was foretold thf3.t the nEH!le woul(1 prove prophetic; Eli ja.h, 
who gives the warning as t:1e ship :ls pre:.pE:t>i.ng to leave port; 
even the name of the ship which rescued Ishmael. the Rachel. 
'The symbolism. a1_1peo.rs particularly in connection with 
F~i.te.. The whole theme is int"E::rwoven 1vlth the Calvinj_stio 
doctrines, but Melville placed dark om.ens in the path of Ish-
me.el as he set out on his voyage: the dreary streets through 
which he stumbles; the Negro church; the .mysterious picture 
on the wall of the inn; the name of the inn and of its pro-
prietor: "Spouter Inn, Peter Coffin.n The visit to the 
whalesmen's chapel adds to the setting, and Ishmael himself 
begins to ponder the signs when he sees the enormous black 
pots hanging from the topmast :planted in the doorway of the 
inn at Nantucket--"here a gallovrs t and a pair of prodigious 
black pots toot Are these last throwing out oblique hints 
touching Tophet";"l 
)<'l,'hese and others are external evidences of i;npending 
tragedy. The winds were alv.rays contrary to the Pequod' s 
course; Ahab even finds himself no longer able to receive 
consolation in his pipe and throws it over board. He in-
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sis ts "This whole act's inimutably decreed. . . . I am Fate's 
lieutenant; I act under orders." )~n the process of weaving 
ct mat, Ishmael sees the symbol of life l ts elf: 
• • • it seemed es if this vjere the Loom of Time, and 
I myself were a. shuttle mechanic[,lly v1eaving and weav-
ing away at the Fates.2 
The danger involved in the ·whale line which is attached to the 
harpoon and which often in running out would take off a man'' s 
arm if it were not carefully stowed has a broader application: 
All men live enveloped in whale lines. All are born 
with halters around their necks; but it is only when 
caught in the swift, sudden turn of death, that mortals 
realize the silent, ever-present perils of life.Z 
l . 
;Moby !2.lli., p. 7 96 • 
2Ibid., p. 688. 
510·. p. \130. . ia., 
-
ol 
Pierre is also full of symbolism, and again, :Melville is 
careful to point out the significance of details which might 
otherwise pass as merely insignificant. In this book it is 
more specifically Pierre's fate which is foreshadmued, for 
there is not the direct application to life which one finds 
in the allegory of J.,loby Dick. fiowever, Pierre's life may be 
seen a.s evidence of the ambigui-ty of life in eenere.l. Some 
of the symbols in :Pierre a1"e obscure; Forsythe refers to 
P)ierre' s statement that Lucy and Isabel are his Good and Bad 
Angels as having no apparent application to the text,l and 
there are visions of Pierre's which are even more complex. 
More obvious are the symbols of the trm portraits of Pierre's 
father, one made before, the other after his ~arriage, the 
pamphlet of J?lotinus Plinlimmon, significant of the necessity 
of adjusting one's "time-piece" to the world in which one 
lives, for ''God's truth is one thing and man's truth another." 
There is very little of the symbolical in Israel Potter, 
but when Israel changes clothes with a beggar, the act is 
shown to be symbolic: 
Little did he ween that these wretched rags he now 
wore, were but suitable to that lone career of des-
titution before him: one brief career of adventurous 
wanderings; and then forty torpid years of pauperism. 
The dress befitted the fate.a 
. .. 
A feature developed in 11elville' s later work v;as the uni-
fying theme, a subject more closely related to subject matter, 
perhaps, than to style, but nevertheless a means to organic 
1Eerman Melville, Pierre, Forsythe, .212.• cit., p. xxx.iv. 
2Israel Potter, p. 1363. 
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unity. The two South Sea na1,ratives e,re almost strictly 
chronological; Mardi f'ollov,:s a shadowy time scl1em.e al though 
the picture is almost a static one in spite of the appearanoe 
of rapid movement. 
But in White Jacket there is the recurring difficulty 
of the jacket, which in un other-~dse straightforvmrd narrE-
ti ve gives a note not altogether unlike the dominant motive 
vf hfoby;_ Diok, v:hich seeras to combine the search of Mardi, 
witll its unreturning wanderer, and symbolism of the malevo-
lent iteness of the jacket. 
Even more obvious in Melville's later style is the ela-
"borate use of allusions and figures of speech. In 'l'ypee 
there ere perhaps more allusions than one would expect in 
norm.al prose, but considering the elaborate encrusting of 
the later style, one recognizes that this early· phase is 
fairly simple. Literary allusions e.re ::frequent, but those 
·which occur are not out of the ordinnry: a reference to 
ltobinson Crusoe's foot-print; the comparison of the aged 
native physician -with Hippocrates; a specimen of tatooing 
n1EU'ked as reminiscent of the illustrations in Goldsmith's 
.Animated Nr..ture; Melville v1i th his in~jured leg carried ~1like 
the old man of the sea astride of Sin bad H; a munber of Bib-
lical references. There is a sprinkling of historical fig-
ures, particularly those associated ;,iii th the South Seas. The 
:references, however, even this early in 1Je1ville' s career, 
1:,hov1 wide reading, and the ease with Y.Jhich the allusions are 
cast off indicates that this knowledge was readily at his dis-
posal. 'the figures used e,re dr2n::,,n fro.m. nature for the moct 
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part, and the quote.tions Emd paraphrases ·which occur at in-
tervals are the obvious ones; the use to which they are put 
is often humorous. Melville fears the::t he 11 be tattooed, 
to 11 the utter ruin of his 'face divine,' as the poets call 
e the fortune of the ex-
lord-mayor Vihi ttingt.on. ~, After ma.king a number of derogstory· 
:remarks about the effect of Christianity upon the natives of 
the Sandwich islands, he says: 
As wise a man as Shakespeare has soid, thut the 
bearer of evil tidings hath but a losing office; 
and so I suppose v1ill it 11rove with me. • • .1 
Because of the rollicking air of Omoo, or perhaps one 
should say, adding to the rollicking air, there is 111.ore use 
of irony and hyperbole, as ·\ivell as an increase in metaphor. 
The personi.fication of' the 0 Li.ttle Julen is almost poignant: 
• • • brave Little Jule, plump Little Jule was a -vd tch. 
Blow high, or blow low·, she Y/aS alwaysready for the 
breeze; and when she dashed the waves from her pro71, 
you n~ver thought of her patched sails and blistered 
hull.2 
'!Chen her course was suddenly arrested, she !'bridled her head 
like a steed reined in, while the fo~nn flaked under her bovrn." 
There are the same types of literary allusions, perhaps oc-
ctu·rmg less frequently, but comparing the two books, one 
realizes that there v;ere certain J:'igures -:fh:ich soem to have 
been favorites of Melville's. Literature is not the only 
a.rt to which l1Jelville refers, for he mentions Stonehenge, the 
pyramids, and Caryatides, and also uf1es musical figures. 
1 Typee, p. 140. 
2oraoo, p.. l 9o. 
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In both of the Soutl'l Se21 narre.tives, Melville useEi 
source material for a great deal of the historical, geograph-
ical, anthropological da v1hich forxn s part of his di_ -
cressions, and he often gives credit :for the information. 
Eome of the narratives whlch he mentions are: Porter's 
Journal of' lli, Cruise; Stew-art's L Visi_i to the South Seas; 
Ellis' Polynesia~ Researches; Cook's: Voyages; a chronicle of 
Mendanna' s voyage, kept by Jtigueroa. 
The style of Mardi is not only symbolic .::md poetic, but 
nlso exceedingly figurative. The figtires cJ_re frequently dra;·m 
:from nt::.ture , al though there e.re many all us ions . In the most 
inventive p,:i.ssaGes, and those of pure verbal :.rtelody, allusions 
are less frequent than in the ordinery passages of description 
'and illustration. There are chapters. hm-c:ever, -which are 
crammed with allusions and comi-:iarisons. These chapters are 
ln the form of digressions; for example, the chapter on 
dreams, wh:tch has no relstion to the story; the chapter. 
r1Time and Ternples," which is a little essa:y" on the building 
of great; towers and na.tural monuments, introduced by way of 
contrast to the description of the palaces of o. prince; end 
the chapter, "Faith and Knovvledge, 1• ·which is an introduction 
to an incredible story tolc1 by one of the, characters: 
Ir1 some uni verse-old truths, sll mnnkind fire disbelievers. 
Do you believe that you lived three thousand years ago? 
That you were at the taking of 'Iyre, vrere overwhelmed 
in Go1ll.orrah? No. But for me, I v.ras at the subsidine 
of the Deluge, and helped svvab the ground, and build the 
first house. With the Ii:iraeli tes, I fainted in the vdl-
derness; ·was at court, 1Nhen Solomon outdid all the judges 
before him. I, it ~as, who suppressed the lost work of 
Manetho, on the Egyptian theology, as containing myster-
ies not to lie revealed to posterity, and tb,ings 21t 'War 
with the canonical scriptures; I, who originated the 
conspiracy against that purple murderer, Domitian; 
I,who in the senate moved, that great and good Aure-
lian be emperor. I instigated the abdice.tion or Dio-
cletian, and Charles the Fifth; I touched Isabella's 
heart, that she hearkened to Columbus. I am he, that 
from the king's .·o.inions hid the Charter in the old 
o3.k at Harford; I harbored Goffe and i?ihalley; I am the 
leader of the Mohawk masks, 1gho in the Old Com.11on-
wealtb' s harbor, overboard threw the East India Com-
pany's Souchong; I am the Veiled I)ersian :Prophet; I, 
the man in the iron mask; I, Junius.I 
The chapter "Dreams" is little more than a long series 
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of figures and illusions: historical, geographical, literary, 
even astronomical. The piling up of allusions, illustrations, 
figurative co.m.parisons, is a f'avori te rhetorical device of 
Melville's to increase ,.vonder, and at the same time, to create 
a. sense of inevitable truth. The style of this cha.pter is 
typical of the elaborate descriptions of Mardi, although it 
is an exaggeretec version of the general tone, since the al-
lusions and figures are not abvays so frequent: 
Drew:nst dreamst passing and repassing, like Oriental 
em.pires in history; and scepters wave thick, as Bruce's 
pikes at Bannockburn; and crowns are plenty as the mari-
golds in June. And far in the backgi·ound , hazy and 
blue, their steep let down from the sky, loom Andes on 
Andes, rooted on J;.lpR; and &11 round me, long rushing 
oceans, roll Amazone;; and Oronocos; waves, mounted 
Parthians; and, to and fro, toss the wide woodlands; all 
the world e.n elk, and the forests its antlers.2 
The range of allusions is typical; the types of figures com-
mon, and the alliteration an ever-present device v.ri th Mel-
ville. 
The manner of expression which underlies this ornament 
hes been called nrhapsodic," and the term is probably as good 
as any to describe the vibrant emotional quality and rhythmic-
6b 
al nature of Melville's fully developed style. It is this 
factor, among others, which· keeps the so-called orn21.n1e1:1tal 
style from. assu.ming a beauty of form sensr,ition on its 
ovm account. There 5..s no doubt, hov;ever, th13t the excessive 
USO of allusions is as distinct a type of' ornam.ent 
as painting on a GTeek vase, which may· be studied in 1 to elf 
or as a cont:cibuting factor tc the beouty of the form as a 
v;hole. 
There arE· probably no figurer3 of spe".,ch v:llich Melville 
does not utili.ze at scme time or in so.me v:ay in rlis f1;.lly 
developed style~ Of ton a figure is carried throuc;h a vi"hole 
p:::i.ragraph as is the comparison the sharks around a ship 
v;;'her1. e r:ea fight, it; going on 'S1•1 i th dor;s under i:l table \\'here 
mea.t ts being cerved, "reedy to bolt do·wn overy killed :nan 
that is toi::ised to tllemn ?· and the ropcti tion of the ide8 that 
'the land is e.n n i esuler 'I'abi ti, full of peace and joy ,a rep-
resents the soul of ~an, and thet the sea, which surrounds 
it stands for the horrors 0 of the ) h{1l- t·-1F~1"'Y'"' l·; fl" n2 ~-'I.- . .. :,_t-~11...JJ~.t..1. .i.--· The 
prayer of Father Mapple sounds like the contirual tolling of 
a. bell in s. ship that is foundering at sea in a fo,g. 3 !)erson-
ification is eclmost invariable in the description of the shipo, 
and it carries over into neture description, often resulting 
in what Ruskin calls the "patlietie fallacy·N: 71 unpi tying 
w&ters ,u itsmiling valleys," r,i~soler:.t •;"aves.. n This drawback, 
,-----·,o---·---·----K--•·-·--
1u ·b n·. k 0 ~6 ~ -1.£.._, p. ~o • 
2rb1· d. 
-- , p. 926. 
if' it is ene, is scs:roel:r notie1Jablc 111 :~obz Dick and Vlhi te 
Jacket. 
The f igur~ ti ve passages oc eur more frequently a.s the s t:,le 
beeomes more o:r.na te a.s a whole. The figures are often mtngle{J 
with complex allusions., but many are ba$ed upon commonplace 
references, such as the :t"ollowing: 
The world's a ship on 1 ts passage 01.1:t, ani not a. voy-
age complete; and the pulpit is its prow .. 
Her venerable bows looked bearded. 2 
As morning mowers, who side by Si de slowly and .seeth-
ingly advance their s,eythes through ·the long wet grass 
of marshy :meads; even so these monsters swam.,. making a 
strange, grassy, cutting sound; and leaving behi:p.d 
them endless swaths of blue upon the yellow sea .. s 
Like palls, the clouds sw-ept to and fro, .hooding the 
gibbering winds. At every head-beat wave, our arching 
prows reared up,, a.nd shuddered; the night ran out 
in rein .. 4 
• .... all the East radiant with red burnings, like an 
altar fire.5 
• • .. my nose against the ·ceiling• like a dead man's 
against the lid of' his eotfin10 6 
b.tr> M.elville jocularly said oncet he had an exoeedlingly re-
tentive mind, .for it is ridi,oulous to suppose that he delfb• 
erately set about looking up all of the figures lJhioh he de* 
sired to use, however consciously he added them to his style. 
l .. •· . . . . . . . 
~/foby Dick; P• ?82. 
<'.> . 
.4Ibid.,, P• 800 .• 
5 :J:bi;g_ •. , p. 925. 
\1~r_d!_,. p. 723. 
5 
· lli.9,., p. 729. 
6Wh:i. i.e J"acke t ;. p. 1157. 
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·/ "The material in ttoby Dick concerning whales, the outline 
of a. history of eetology, m.ust have required an immense a-
mount of reading, but how 1011g Melville ha.d been at this one 
does not know, although he mentions his first sight of a whale 
in Redburn, and he may have seen pictures and read of them 
even before his first voyage. At the beginning of Moby ~ 
one finds a long list of passages culled from the most various 
sources imaginable, beginning with a Biblical quotation: 
And God created great whales, 
continuing with comments froJJ. Pliny, Iiontaigne, Rabelais, 
Shakespeare, S_penser, Sir Thomas Bro'wne, Hobbes, Bunyan, Mil-
ton, Dryden, Pope, Goldsmith, Burke, ~febster, and many others, 
such as histories of whaling and whaling voyages by authors 
not well-known; and ending with the whale $Ong: 
Oh, the rare old Whale, mid storm and gale, 
In hts ocean home will be 
A giant in .might, where might is right, 
And king o.f the bouudless sea. 
this research Melville attributes to a. "poor devil of a Sub-
Sub-Librarian,n and indicates that it is by no means an ade-
quate cetology, such as he attempts later in the book, but a 
S·eries of indiscriminate comments which show what many nations 
,, 
and generations have thought of the whale} 
_..; 
This offering of quotations ~ masse is a device v1hich 
~elville does not repeat in any of h~s books, and provided 
the reader does not skip over it, the effect may be that 
which weaver describes .. 
And extraordinarily effective is this device of Mel-
ville'E in stirring the reader's interest to a sense 
of the wonder and mystery of this largest of all 
created things •.•. Even before the reader comes to 
the superb o:pening paregraph of Mobz Die~ the flood 
gates of the ,Nonder world are swung opene ..• 1 
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There are 11'...any other quotELtions and allusionEJ scut tered through-
out the booki particularly in the chapters on cetology. 
Of this deliberate sE:;urclline for n1a·t.erial the:ce is lit-
tle evidence :Ln \(rd te Jacket, for the allusio:1s cJre not fe_r-
!'etched nor unusual, but sce.::i. to be the natural result of 
image-making. Melville describes the malcing of hi2 jacket by 
cutting a shirt dmv:n tho :frout: 
'!'he gash being made, a m.etac::10rphosis took place, trans-
cending any related by Ovid. For, prestot the shirt 
was a coatt--a strange-looking coat, to be sure; of 
a Q,uakerish amplitude about the skirts; VJi th an infirm, 
tllinble coll1:1r; and a clwnsy fullness about the 
wristbands; and ·white, yea, white as a. shrouc1.2 
'.I:'he transl tion from 11m.etamorphosisn to Ovid is not a strange 
one; the resemblance to the Qua}cer frock v:rould naturally be 
n.oticed by :Mel ville viho had spent a good part of' his life 
among the quakers; and the shroud is, of'. course, a comm.on 
f:i.gure, almost hackneyed. The rest of the description is 
t:ypical of tkle use of figures and ttllusions for graphic image-
ry and humor: 
l 
••• I bedarned and beguilted the inside of my jacket, 
till it became, all over, r:1tiff and padded, a King 
Jarnes I s cotton-stuffed and dagger-proof doublet; and 
no buckram or steel hauberk stood up nore stoutly. 
• • • V,aterproof it was no more than a s1;onge. In-
deed, vd th such recklessness had I bequilted my jacket 
that in a rainstorm I became a universal absorber; 
swabbing bone-dry the very bulwerks I leaned against. 
Of a damp day, my heartless shipmates even used to 
stand up agtdnst me, so J)OiNerful VI[JS the ca11illary a't-
traction betvrnen this luckless jacket of mine and all 
Kayrnond Vieaver, 01:,. cit., 1::J11. 1:'fL1-135. ~ - ~ 
J"acks13t, tJ. 1111. ,,,,_,,, __ ,.._ . .-
VO 
drops or moisture. 1 dripped 1:i.ke a turkey o t roosting;; 
and long after the rain storms were over,- and the sun 
showed his face, ! Dtill stall<ed a Seotch mist; and when 
it was fair weather with others,- alas? it was foul wea-
ther tJi th :m0 .1 
And because he has to go aloft in ·i;his wrtnglng=wet jacket, 
he continues: 
And thus, in my own proper person, did many showe:rr~ of 
rain reascend2·toward the skies. in accordance v1i th the 
natural lat1e. 
The. description of the boat co:.ntim.1.es in much ·the s&r1e 
style. The ca:ptai.n in his cabin "aat silent etnc1 stately, as 
the statue of Jupi t01" in Dodona • n .As. the sai lor s sprang to 
tne bars to up--anchor, every man was a C'·olia th,- ''every tcndot1. 
a hewserl't a:ml up to the bows omne nsevei•al thousand pot.mus 
of old iron, in the sahpe of our ponderous o.nchor .. 11 
/-:-> In sustaining this highly m·ne_rnented style, kiel ville 
does not avoid repetition of allusions. Yet, ~onside.ring ·tr.te 
hund1~0eds -of references made, there are really remarkably :fevw-
which are obvious repetitions .. _-:. Bo:me figures seem to be fav ... 
'.) 
orites or Eelville's, h.ouever,- and occur sevEn·al tiE1es in 011~ 
book; but more often ·tho reitere:tion will'bs found in a11othc-Lr 
woi~k, such as the allusions to Patagonia, Lacedaemon, Ehren .... 
br0i·tstei:n, Topbet, Plato,. iahi ch are found in se,reral books .. 
r:he similarity of context sometimes explains the use of the 
same allusions or f'igu.re,, or the llpplica tion may be varied 
enough that one can hardly say that it is ?in absolute repe-
tition: 
'1· : ·----· ... -~. 
!&£.. e_u. 
,., 
..... Ibid .. , n. 1112. 
~- -
••• like the spines of the three old kings of 
Cologne.l 
•••. like so many effigies of the Black Prince on 
his monu.~ent in Canterbury Cathedral.2 
?l 
... • • like the pilgrim-worshipped flag-stone in Canter-
bury Cathedral where Becket bled.3 
• ._ • even as the great Cathedral of Cologne was left, 
with the crane still standing upon the top of the un-
completed tower.4 
••• walls and .muzzles of cannoned Ehrenbreitstein. ·• .5 
• ._ .. a lofty Ehrenbrei tstein, with a perennial well 
of water within the w~lls.6 
Some idea of the great variety of the material used. the 
way in which :tt contributes to the imagery, and the almost 
invariable figurative use of the allusions can be seen by 
random examples. In the more elaborate passages, these al-
lusions m.ay run the whole gamut of h..istory of some particule.r 
reference; one can aa~ily find page·s on wh1.ch there are at 
least a dozen allusions and figures and hardly a page in 
either Moby ~ or White Jacket which will be without one 
of these ornaments. Even the characters add to the wealth 
of allusion, notable cases being the doctor in Omoo and 
Jack Chase in VJhi te Jacket, who quotes Ca.mosns and speaks 
with great familiarity of Homer, Byron, Shelley--0 poor ladt 
~oby ~' p. 800. 
2white Jacket, p. 1142. 
3Moby 121.£!., p. 800. 
4Ibid., p. 845. 
-
=''Pierre , p. 77. 
6uoby ~' p. 782. 
a Percy,, too- - but they ought to have let him sleep in his 
sailor's gra. ve--he was drowned in the Mediterranean, you 
know, near Leghorn-- and not burn his body, as they did, as 
if he had been a bloody Turk . But many people thought him 
so, White Jacket , because he didn't go to mass, and because 
he wrote ueen !tab . "1 This erudite sailor mentions tha t 
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Camoens' translator, William .Julius Mickle, wrote a ballad 
(Cumnor Hall) which gave Scott the idea for Kenilworth . He 
quotes Wall er ; the I liad-- "Pope's version, sir~ not the orig-
inal" ; Macbeth; calls the amateur poet on the ship his "after-
guard Virgil . " The chaplain of the :friga te i s a lso a scho-
lar: 
He had drunk at the mystic fountain of Plato ; his 
head had been turned by the Germans ; and this I vill 
sa_y, that V ite .Jacket himself saw him with Coleridge's 
Biograph1a. Literaria in his hand .. 2 
Characteristic of the device of allusions is the tenden• 
cy to l ump similar allusions, or to multiply the comparisons. 
Often the device is' a rhetorical one, the aim of which i s to 
impress the reader . An exaggerated or special case is th.at 
of the chapte.r on "The Wh i teness of the Whale," in which all 
sorts of examples are given of the significance of whitenes s . 
Another is th ,. t of the chapter on "Im sthead sta nders. tt The 
chapter "Dreams rr in Mardi is perhaps the most extreme exarr:ple 
one cou ld find of multipl e allusion: 
1 
White Jacket . p. 1270. 
£ Ibid., p . 1201 .. 
In me, mStny worthies recline, 1:1.nd converse. 1 list ·to 
St Paul who argues tho doubts of .Montaigne; Julian 
'tho Apostate cross-questions Augus ·tine, and I'ho:mas-a-
Ke111pis unrolls his old black-letters for all to de-
ei pher.. Zeno murmurs maxims benGa th the hoarse shout; 
of Democri tu.s; and though De:mocri tus laughs loud and 
long, and the sneer of Pyr:rho be seen; yet, divine 
Plato, and Froclus, and Verulam ai·e o:ttc,n rny counsel; 
and Zoroaster whispered me before I was born. I walk 
a vJorld that is .mine; and enter many nations, as L.ffungo 
Park: rested in African cots; I am se.~rvccl like Bajazet: 
Bacchus my butler, Virgil my Ftins'trel, Philip Sidney 
:my page. My memo1~y is a life beyond birth_; my me:mo:ry, 
ray library of the Vatican, its alcoves all endless pers .... 
pee ti ves, eve-tinted by cr·oss ... lights frorn ~<!Uddle-Age 
oriels.l 
Other passage . s of.fer allustons ·the sourcesoi' which are widely 
ed: 
And perhaps, when those sedative fumes have steeped you 
in ·the grandest of reveries, n:nd,. circle over circle, 
solemnly ri sE:is some immeasurable doJJ.e in you soul--
far m~ay, swelling and heaving tn to the vapour you· rise- ... 
as if' from one of Mozart's grandest marches a -temple 
\Vere rising,, like Venus from ·the sea ...... at such a time, 
to have your Phole Parthenon tumbled aboirt your ears 
by the knell of the ship's bell announcing the expira-
tion of the half hour for smoking! \~nip me, you furies! 
toast :roo in saltpetre! smite :me., some thunder-bolt! 
charge upon me,.. endless scxuadrons of ;;Jamaluke s ! devour 9 
.me, Peejees.! but preserve rr& from a tyranny lilte this.;;;, 
The follov-1j_ ng quota ti m~-;ma y se1"ve to sh ovJ hGG nllel ville 
tends to ges and figures which are largely based upon 
his reading. ite frequent are the li tera:ry allusions, vthtoh 
included references to aut;hor s, works, and chara ete:rs as well: 
He had read Don c~uixote., and i11stead of curing his 
~,:uixot1Brn, e.sTt-ought "tq have done, it only r:iad.e 
h11t. still more 1r/1.2ixotic. 0 
f,iibi 4. .• , p. 1244. 
Perhaps Captain. Claret had :read the MerJ!srs of ]}.dooq, 
and believed in tho old saying, set~ rog_q~ to £.!j:i~~ 
a ro£rua • .L 
-~ 
Shylock must have his pound of f'lesh .• 2 
His :reve.rien were Manfred-like and exalted, reminis-
- -~ cent ot unutterable a.eeds. 0 
B,e Sir Thomas Browne our en.sample; r1ho, while exploding 
"Vulgar Errors," heartily hugged all the Pentateuch .4 
\/'I'he mos t :frequent single s cu ree of allusi o n.s is the 
~ . 
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Bible. li.gain the allusions take various forms; some are re+ 
mote where the Biblical rna tter has been rJoven into the co.n-
text of the 'sentences., but there are also many ref'erene.es to 
Biblicsl charaoters,, not many of which ere obscure. 
5 So at LUZ:; 1:n his strange vision, ... Tacob saw the &ngels .. 
:r-.rotw1 ths. tanding the existence of wedlock among the Typees,. 
the scriptural injunction to increas~ and multiply seems 
to be but indifferently attended to. 0 
Escaped from the house o'f bonda.ge, Israel of old did not 
follow nfter the ways of the Egyptians. .• • .. le 1mer1-
cans are the peculiar, chosen people-- the Israel of 
our ti,e; we bear the ark of the liberties of the 
world. 
-... 
The truest ot all men was the Man of Sorrows, end the ) 
truest of' all books is Solomon's, and Ecclesiastes is, 
the fine hammered steel of woe.8 
lwhite Jacket., p. 1221. 
,:, 
,;;,Ibid., P• 1328. 
------
3ic d • 
• v1ar · l, p. 397 • 
4 Ibid., p ... 677. 
5IbiJ!., p. 399. 
0Typ~~' p .• 135. 
71H'hite .Jacket, p •. 1199 •. 
8.Moby Dick,. p. 1014. 
These allusions are often made pointed, as are the phrases 
of Captain Bildad in Moby ~: 
omething of the salt sea yet lingered in old Bildad'-s 
angua~e, heterogeneously mixed with Scriptural and. 
\ domestic phrases.l · 
""··--· 
and the following example from V?hi te Jacket: 
••• That great non-combatant, the Bible, assures 
us that our 11.fe is but a vapour, that quickly passeth 
away.2 
Others are not made specific: 
,.-----, ,-·--·\ 
The a.ct of paying is perhaps the most uncomfortable I 
\\ !~:!iction that. the two orchard thieves entailed up~9-/ 
\ . 
• • • that tempestuous wind Euroclydon kept up a worse 
howling than ever it did about poor Paul's tossed 
craft.4 
Also frequent are references to classical literature 
and m.y~llol<?~Y: 
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And when Trojan Aeneas wandered 'Nest, and discovered 
the pleasant land of Latium, it was in the fine ere.ft 
Bis Taurus he sailed: it~ stern gloriously emblazoned, 
its prow a leveled spear • 
.,.,.,,/ 
/ • • • these thoughts have created a creature in thee; J 
( and he whose intense thinking thus make him a Prome- ./ 
\ theus; a vulture feeds upon that heart forever; that· 
·,., .. vulture in the very creature he creates • 6 • · 
This Right 1J'.Ihale I take to have been a Stoic; the 
Sperm Tfiha.le, a Platonian, who might have ta.ken up 
Spinoza in his latter years.7 
1ill£., p. 813. 
2white Jacket, p. 1186. 
u, 
~Moby ~' p. 761. 
4Ibid., p. 764. 
5Mardi, p. 640. 
°Moby ~, p. 881. 
7Ibid., p. 063. 
-
VJhat befell the weaklinf youth lifting up the dread 
goddess's veil at Lais? 
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From an apparent ,::Ji.de and detailed knowledge of history 
Melville draws many of his allusions and figures: 
••• a disordered flight, as of Cleopatra's barges 
from Actium.2 
It is the world of mind; wherein the wanderer may 
gaze round, with more wonder than Balboa's band rov-
ing through the golden Aztec glades.3 
Threatened with the stake, mitred Cranmer recanted; 
but through her fortitude, the lorn wido,;·cr of Edessa 
stayed the tide of Valens' persecutions.4 
• • • closer than 'J1Jebster to the Constitution .5 
I remembered Guy Fawkes and the Parliament house, and 
made earnest inquiry whether this gJ.Imer v:as e Roman 
Catholic. I felt relieved when informed that he was 
not.6 
1· 
Li tera;pure is not the only of the arts ·which serves Mel-
ville as source material. He draws figures from all of the 
tine arts: m.usic, architecture, painting, sculpture, be-
sides alluding to speci.fic examples of each. Melville ·was 
a frequent opera-goer, and he describes a character in Mardi 
as nodding "like the still statue in the opera of Don Juan." 
He speaks of the musical cadence of the ocean and notes the 
verbal melody of speech. In several descriptive passages he 
1 Ibid., p. 963. 
-
21bid., p. 980. 
-
3Mardi, p. 683. 
41bid., p. 395. 
5Ibid., p. 407. 
6,;Nhite Jacket, p. 1185. 
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uses architectural terms to describe a natural setting. 
There are frequent allusions to great buildinBs: St. Peter's, 
St. Paul's, Canterbury Cathedral, Cologne, the Parthenon, 
and Stonehenge. Other references are figurative: 
Like a Bindu pagoda, this bamboo edifice rose story 
above story. • • .1 
':'he firmament arch has no key-stone.2 
The monstrous paintings of whales come in for special 
attention. Melville specif'ically discusses Hogarth''s and 
Guido's representations of sea-monsters, the possible 'eouroe 
of which may be old Hindoo, Egyptian, and Gree,k sculptures. 
He refers to the Elgin3 merbles, to the prints of "thst fine 
old Dutch savage, Albert Diirer, n and to IvUchelangelo' s mural 
painting of God the Father in human form on the ceiling of 
the Sistine Chapel, which he contrasts with the "soft, curled, 
herma:phroditical Italian pictures." 
Figures are dra~n from science and mathematics: 
Besides this, she carried four boats of an ari thm.etical 
progression in point of size •••• 4 
Astronomical and astrological references ar·e common: 
I see the Great Bear nO'w, and the little one, its cub; 
and Andromeda, and Perseus' chain armor, and Cassiopea 
in her golden chair, and the bright, scaly Dragon, and 
the glittering Lyre, and e,_ll the jewels in Orion's 
sword-hilt.5 
1:Mardi, p. 572. 
2~., p. 696. 
3 Ibid. , p. 412. 
-
~fhite Jacket, p. 1204. 
5 
Mardi, p. 645. 
-· .---
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'Who in Arcturus hath heard of us? They knov;1 us not 
in the Milky Way •••• Could we get to Bootes, we would 
be no nearer Oro, then nm"!. • • • We must go, and ob-
tain a glimpse of what we are from the Belts of Jup-
iter a~d the Moons of Saturn, ere we see ourselveE a.-
right. 
fThe soliloquy of Stubb on the signs in the al.manac is typi-
cal of the frequent use of this sort of allusion for humorous 
effect: 
Signs and wonders, eh? Pity if there is nothing won-
derful in signs, and significant in ·wonderst ••• Your 
zodiac here is the life of man in one round cha.pt er. . 
•• To begin: there's Aries, or the Ram--lecherous 
dog, he begets us; then, Taurus, or the Bull--he bumps 
us the first thing; then Gemini, or the Tvlins--that is, 
Virtue and Vice; we try to reach Virtue, when lot comes 
Cancer the Crab, and drags us back; and here, going 
from Virtue, Leo, a. roaring Lion, lies it the path •• 
• • There's a sermon now, ·writ in high heaven, and 
the sun goes through it every year .••. 2 
One would expect a traveler such as Melville to be ac-
quainted wi.th various :parts of the globe, and he adds to this 
knowledge historical mate1,ial for t.nother widely used source 
of ornament: 
In their earthquakes, Lisbon. and Lima never sa'V'l the 
like .3 
• • . blue lake-like vmters, serene as l:Jinder.:nere, 
or Horicon.4 
It was a black and hooded head; and hanging there in 
the midst of so intense a calm, it seemed the Sphinx's 
in the desert.5 
1
~., p. 694-096. 
2z~oby Dick, p. 1019. 
~ardi, p. 676. 
4Ibid., p. 677. 
5 . Moby ~' p. 947. 
••• like the innermost ritadel within the amplified 
fortifications of Quebec. 
These practices of elaboration are not peculiar to any 
group of Melville's works, but can be found in everything 
he wrote. However, the period generally recognized as his 
best, that of White Jacket and Moby Dick, is marked, as has 
been shown, ty an increase of elaboration, and moreover, be-
cause of the unity of these books and because of the magnit-
icent scheme of the latter, they aro considered of greater 
literary merit than the more carelessly organized Tzyee and 
Omoo, and the fantastic Mardi. 
Not only are a great many of I.1el ville' s sources appare.nt 
but it is also evident that 1'1el ville was conscious of the ele.-
boration of his style from the remarks which he h:tmself makes 
occasionally. In Mardi one finds the following sentence: 
Besides being pervious to the points of pins, 0nd pos-
sessing a palate capable of appreciating plum-puddings:--
which sentence reads off like a pattering of hailstones.2 
There is, of course, no contribution aside from the hum.orou~ 
ef:t'ect of alliteration and the popping sound of "P·" In 
V.hite Jacket he describes one of the young lieutenants: 
Was it you, Selvageet that, out,,~erd-bound, off Cape 
Horn, looked at Hermit Island through un opera-glass? 
Was it you, who thought of proposing to the captain, 
that when the sails were furled in e gale, a few drops 
of lavender should be dropped in their "bunts," so that 
when the canvas was set again, your nostrils might not 
be offended by its musty smell? I do not §_§_y it was 
you, Selvagee; I but deferentially inquire::,-
l Ibid • , p • 9 6 9 • 
-
2Mardi, p. 412. 
~White, Jaoket, p. 1128. 
Then he says, 
.ln~plain ;;p:ose, Selva.gee was one of those officers whom 
the sight of a trim-titting naval coot had captivated 
in the dtays of his youth,. l 
.&l though many influe11ces can be seen in :;i;Jelville 's 
style, the finished product is a unique creat:i.on. \?eaver 
points out that Melville may have got the idea for the sym-
bolism at mast heads upon 1.'lhi.ch he elaborates i:n .M.2Pi .~ 
from ·the Garden S!.K cnrus of Sir 'J.1 homas Browne,. in ·whi.ch 
Browne wro t-e of 
11 the Q,uinounc1al Lozenge, or IiJ'et-r:o:rk Plantation of 
the Ancients, .Artificially, Naturally, Mystically 
cons1dered,n to find, as Cole1•idge rernarl,:s, 11 quin-
cunxes .in tone, in optic nerves, in roots of trees, 
~n -i- ···v"·"' 4 n· ·""Ve.,,.y· ·tn· 1·11,- · 2 ;L. · · ~ Ct -. V W ,. ...._ .,,,. . \..;. · ..t.. . . -. Q •· •- • •· 
And it may be t1l:l t Melville was influenced to an extent by 
the seventeenth century :prose !msters,, for 'there was a reviv ... 
al of interest in their worlc during ·the mineteenth century, 
when the RomantiC£i turned to the m.ore elaborate prose in re-
volt against the preciseness of the eight;eenth century lit-· 
erature. 
L.iiuch has been said of the friendship, such as it was, 
bet?RfJen Hawthorne and lffe lville, particularly du:ri ng the per• 
iod when they lived as neighbors in tlie Berkshires.. lVIel-
ville thought that he had tound in Hawthorne a kindred spir1it,1 
but the l''~l& tionship can only be Judged frc:ni Mel ville ts let• 
ters, since none of Hawthorne's to M;elville are available. 
:r:ihe Hav1thorne household seems to have been very found of this 
iibid., p~ 1278. 
2
-::--t d b -:r, it 14l!._ "'lUO e . y VH9aver, ..QJ!• L...•, p.. ·. v. 
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strange man. whome they called n lir . Omoo . 11 .Just what the re• 
lation between Melville and Hawthorne was, it is hard to dis• 
cover . It is clear fron Mel ville ' s letters tha t he poured 
forth h is deepest feelings to Hawthorne., but as . linnigerode 
points out , it is unlikely that Hawthorne shared Mel ville' s 
pagan sensations . l 
The connection with transcendenta lism which is apparent 
in Melville ' s writing may have been a part of the influence 
of HaVJthorne . I el ville admired a. great deal of Hawthorne's 
writing , b ut in his le tters he is the s ane outspoken critic 
of Hawthorne tha t he was of other writers: speaking of the 
!.!i.£eTold Tales , he says, 
Some of these sketches are wonder f u lly subtle . Their 
deeper meanings are worthy of a Brahmin. Still there 
1s something .lacking--a good dea l lacking to the pl p 
sphericality of the mn . tis that? He doesn't 
patroni ze the bu tcher-- he needs roast-beef, done rare . 
Never theless , for one , I regard Hawthorne ( in his 
books) as evincing a quality of genius i mmensely lofier. 
and more profound, too . than ~ny other American has shown 
hitherto in the printed form. 
Another transcendentalist, Emerson, is nen tion in a letter . 
H1s publisher bad eVidently mentioned Emerson to Melville , 
perha ps supposing oo me indebtednes s there . :!el ville replies: 
Nay , I do not oscillate in Emerson's rainbow , but pre -
fer rather to hang mysel:t i n mine own halter than swing 
in any other man's swing . Yet I think Emerson is more 
than a brilliant fellow . Be his stuff begged, borrowed, 
or stolen , or of his own domestic manufa cture, he i s an 
uncommon man . Swear he is a humbug-- then is he noun-
common humbug; lay it down that had not Sir Thomas Brovme 
11 ved, Emerson woo 1d not have mystif ied--I wi ll an s wer 
that bad not Old Zach's fath er begot him, Ol d Zach 
l Meade 1.a.nniger ode, 2.12.• cit., p . 54 . 
2 
·,uoted by U:innigerode, .2.£• ill•, p. 56. 
would never have been the hero oi' Pa.lo .ill to. The truth 
ts. that we are all sons, grandsons; or nephews or g::rea t ..... 
n~pheys o2 those who go bet'ore us.. J!fo -0ne 1s his OWll 
sire. 
These comm.en ts a.re pa.rtieularly interesting in v1 ew or the 
;aoeusa.tions of c.rttics that Melville hims.elf was in.fluenced 
by Browne. But Melville nev .. e:r attempted to hide his borrow...-
ings; Weaver quotes a passage trom. .'TI'!! Conf id~ Man, one 
ot :Melville's later Books, in which he says that nquite 
original u 1.s 
a phr~se.,. we fancy, oftener used by the young, or 
tb.e unlearned, or the untravelled., than by the old., 
or t~ well-read, or the .man who has made the grand 
tour. 
Forsythe att.ributes oertain phases of Melville's style 
ant thinking to his contemporaries in England, .Ca:lllyle and 
DeQ,uineey in pa:rti,cular. 3 These influences he applies to 
Pierre,. but Tu!elville exhibited most of the tendencies of 
P:t.er:re le~ bef'ore the book was written, and if one wishes 
to blame grammatical eccentricities, verbal compounds;, ab-
stract m.ouns, unconventionality in sentence struoture on 
Carlyle., one may say that the influence was more widespread 
in Mel ville•s work.. It traces of the §_uspiria de Profundis 
are found in Pierre.,, they are equally evident in Mardi., 
One is struck, howevel', by the fact th.at large portions 
of elaborately written prose a.re concerned with dreams. In 
writing f'an tasy, the author often turns t.o this '' super-rhe-
toric." The dream character impresses itself upon most of 
!Ibid., PP• 32-33~ 
2:aaymond weaver • .22• .$1.i~.; p., 90 .. 
3Rerm.em. Wiel Vil.le, f.1~r~, 1:ntrod. by Forsythe, p,,. xxxvii. 
the prose, and just as the dream floats the dreamer over the 
most irrational and impossible transition of incident and 
subject, so the highly rhythrn.ed and elaborately embellished 
prose carries the reader along.l 
..,_ ,,' 
'"/,, . rt has becm mentioned that the influence of Sir Thomas 
j ",, 
Browne is one comm.only mentioned with reaard to t[elville's 
prose style, and it is quite possible that Melville \'\JaS at-
tracted by the prose of the seventeenth century in its rhy-
thm as well as its other ornamental qualities. There i.s a 
similarity between !vJelville and Browne in the flowing quality 
of the prose and in the manipulation of word;:,~ to add to the 
sonority of phrase. \ One can hardly prove .more than this.' 
In discussing the rrpolyphony0 of Ruskin, Saintsbury 
• • • d.etE1rmination awray from generalization in descrip ... 
tion was the most r,owerful aid. to the development of a 
fuller h:;i.rmony of :prose--the writer's anxiety to be 
particule.r .aecessitating, by conscious or unconscious 
implication, attention to each word,each syllable •••• 2 
Having seen the utmost care with 'Which Melville elaborates 
bis style, one can apply the statement to Melville as to 
Ituski11.. Evidently like Rusk.in, .l>1elvil1e was full of his sub-
ject. and he felt no liQits to the applioetion of his know-
ledge to the beautification of its form. And ~,iel ville not 
only had this wide background to which he could turn for im-
agery anrl allusion, but these same books, particulnrly the 
B:ible and the ·work of the Elizabethan dramatists including 
SJ.mkespeare, xnay have made it easier for him to fall into un--
conscious metrical patterns. 
lGearge Salntsbury, e:rn .. cit .. , p. 311. 
;:Ibid .. , p.. 392. 
3see Chapter IV. 
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CHi\PTI:R IV 
TONE COLOR AND PROSE RHYTfIM 
'fhe. connection between the images and the id<:::as thus 
conveyed a:nd the sense medium may vary; so far as the as-
pects of the ornamented style have been discussed, the asso-
ciation has been .r11erely oonventio:n.al often. lit the sartle 
i,r 
tinLe, (there are words in the language wh.ieh. still retain a 
\ 
', 
more or less defin.i te and direct !'Gill. tion Of sound to imap:e .. ·\ 
= j 
The sensations and :perceptions which these words produce 
are the most elemental qualities of wrj.ting, anel since word:r3 
are essentially re:presenta ti ves of nideas·' w11ich conS::ti tute 
a large part, or all, of the meaning of the sense elements 
of .most words, writers striving for clarity alone may over-
look the c1irect sensation as an element in the technique o:r 
writing. :Many writersroalize the value of a .manipulation 
ot' the elements of tone color and rhythm, and whether or 
not the manipulation is entirely conscious in the case of 
Melville, a study of the vaguer feelings which ,}.re attached 
to the p11rely sensuous .n:edium and of' their connection with 
the manner of expression as a whole is extreJrnsly profitable. 
Tone color axid syllabi e intensities and lengths of 
v.ro:rdz:,; fuse vii th the interpretative ideas in the total ex• 
perience, and vJhile these elements are not as easily iso-
lated from the t.E)Xt as are figures of speech and allus1. ons, 
the :posstbili ty of choice tn words and. variation in pattern 
:makes thei:u definitely a pa.rt of o.t .. riamen t. 
Parker in his discussion of prose says that 1' .... 
t, in 
8"5 
to be tre.:nspare:nt, sacrifi.cing itself in order that nothing 
may stand bf;tween 'What it rewJals to thought &Lnd the irnagina-
tion.111 He adds that to express the normal kind of life, 
J;)l'OSf-) renm.1nce the 1t.tustc~l manner oi' poetry, but con-
tinuz'-:s, 
• • • although the :med:i.un of prose is attenuated, • • • 
it may nevertheless borrow from its cor.rtent a beaut;y of 
rla:ythm, im&gery, and tor.m 'that will seEHli to he its very 
own.. For 1.n language,, ..... the rneaning and the syrabol 
are so closely one, that it beoornes irnpossib le 1 exot:pt 
by analysis, to distinguish them. Prose rhythm is funda-
mentally a rhythmical rnove:ment of ideas, like poetic 
rhythm, only w.ithout regularization; yet,, since the ideas 
are oarriod by -tile words, it belong:s to the:m also; images 
blossom froin id.ea, yet they too seem to belo:r..g to the 
vmrds :in which. they are incarnated; and the harmony and 
syrr.1netry which thoughts and images may contain as we 
compose them syx1tbetically in the :memory, make an archi-
tecture of words .. i<l 
In normal prose a certain amount of rhythm may be obtai11ed 
through the handling of emphasis, but only as the n1eaning 
directs. A conversational tone excludes anything except 
a hint of elaborate rhythm, and as Saintsbury poi:n ts out, 
A man who ta llced ·ra;zlorian and Brownese would be an in-
tolerable nuisance .6 
In this ple.in style, balence and anti thesis of phrase and 
olause are the :prima 1~y devi.ces that remn in, and the rhythm 
certainly does not add to it ninde.fini te and spe:ndid bonuses: 
o:f sheer musical delight,. nor even sets it .... to a less 
lavish G.nd abound.ing, but still additional aocor:iplishment 
ot prose melody .. 04 
3saintsbury, 212· ill•, p. 230. 
4)1:,.;i.,,£1. ,. p. 215 .• 
The plainer styl.e has existed side by side w1 th the rr.:.ore 
elaborate modes of English prose, chiefly for the purpose . 
of expressing ideas which. base their appeal on content, 
while the dellbera. tely ornate style contained the added 
element of sen$ory pleasure. There are cert;ai n qualities 
ot the ornate style which are due purely to vowel and con-
sonant music; others to rhythmical arrangement. But the 
words and the sentences definitely determine the nature of 
whatever rhythm exists, and while the contribution of the 
"color" of the sound may be se:pars. te from the, rhythm of 
prose feet (that is, a word :ru.ay differ from another in 
vowel color yet both have the same .raetrical value}, the 
tone color of a passage n;,ay definitely contribute to the 
rhythmic effect as in the case of alliteration. For this 
reason, an, analysis may logically oo:mb1ne the two. 
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· The use of tone color as a device has always been a 
practice of the poe:ts, but language is so far trom its orig-
inal state that the deliberate selection of wordb the sound 
of which corresponds partially to the meaning is a problem 
of considerable com.plexi ty. :I'he choice of words and the 
arrangement of sentences establish both tone color and 
rhythm, but words more oftenj as has been shown, add to 
style much more than mere sensory appeal. But the beauty 
of the direct perceptual pat~erns should not be neglected 
in criticisr1,. 
There is perhc\ps more actual value in certain general 
eqrrespondenoes of sound and thought than the reading of 
trvorage proo e v1ould li~ad one to believe. . In the .first 
plaoe, dullness and ir,ono-tony are as definite handicaps to 
the writer as c;ra:mma·ti.cal errors and awkwardness. rrhe 
oolor and form of worc:J.s are i:mporttm t factors in the con-
struction of prose. It is often these 
the distinction between rJJJ3re conversation, which is loose, 
fragmerrtary, and often ungra:m.rJa ti.cal, and prose, which is 
muFJhmore than un:cimed and unmetered discourse. 
The value of what might be called ~1prose ha.r.mony,n 
that is, the sa tis fa cto:ry uni era of tone color, rhythm, and 
. thor\ght, is two-fold. It enables ·the wri ten"' to hold the 
a.1..;tention of the ret'lder by getting hi1u into a rhyth:r[,.ic 
pattern which carries him along. (The factor of attention 
is invaluable ·whe.tever tho aim of the author ... ) This har-
mony also has an intrinsic. value which is not entirely that 
derived from content or the more extrinsic values of prac-
tioality .. 
.Aside from the general unpatterned v-cris;;el and consonant 
colors, qualities which can be mm"'e reacHly pointed out in 
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actual examples, there are :rhetorical and graw1:rt!::1'tical a.evice:B 
o:f ttern whlch are the .means of a ch iev ing p;r:ose 
harm.ony. Cne of the most e:ffective is allitertition. which 
has been called Hthe inti:.:rnsest inglish ormn.tt.rnt of all. !fl 
'l1his device 1 more often classified with figures of speecl1, 
is :really a phase of tone· color, and because of the r(~peti-
tion involved in the :pattern, it i.s a definite aid to :rhythm. 
.:olvillo u.s s t 1 d vice contlnu lly • ven · en the effect 
is not h t of ono- · topo 1a . 
In t h adjec t1 series n d in the o her s tactical 
t / fl of c talo/J'ucs , alli te:ration 1;;> ! req ent , 0 nd one a l so 
note 1 t uoe in the choice f si ad c t1v • Like 
oh r orna~e1tal dev c s , al.11 i on epp ~r fr qu ntly 
in th l ~t r oo' , bu occesio.~al ly it p ~ r~ i n ~ypee: 
i cK c opy of t r e bung ov r th ve y vcr~ 
e f all, 1 e. in:; n !!. ched !!.J)Crtur for the 
ot the ~ter , ihi hip rted a ~tr e JliCtur G 
ness to the _cenc .. 
• he true a l l i t rat ion 
ec o d by lik sound 
the e 1nnin~ o th s7llebl s ia 
i thin the .ords . 
he fat 
J2.0 ers .. 
Thee 
r .• · 2 · done nosses ed 
• • • 
r~ oo re • howeve , 
Od1 •i OU 
t on s "neots .t 
,, 
they ~r not yet ev1denc or deliberate u e of all1 er· ion. 
Ther is or in rdi , as 1.h na"·· nted tyl develops: 
Lt the Oregon lndi n hro & sh , J2.r ·ble , nd ,hri r , 
bunt his ne y ' s trail . ~ • 
• • • b,.l clou ri .s Jlr sen ti 
found o&lutation. 
..:. rpe U' l and J!F o- . 
••• ~a illat1n bet een virtu and ~1c 5 • • • 
Thus d eper n ,a ep r 1 oJ_1m ' a endl ~ _ nnel , £0 s 
he _rn. ed ooul , like o night- ha , ..!.ind h ,:.1 l d _ y; 
and tind ternities o tor and behi nd; end he: l n t 
l,imi t 1s her verlt stin ; 1ies1nn1- .. 6 -
p . 52 . 
P• 64 . 
•;., 
""': rd 1.,. p. 455 . 
4Ibid ., l} . 460 . 5- 501. Ibid ., p . 
6 Ib1 d ., p •. 04 . 
'fhe use is too t..)hvious "to be other than d(3liberate here, and 
it appears most frequently in the choice of adjectives: "stal--
wart slaves, r, nsociable sea; 0 "wild wine." As is so often 
true of Melville' B style, the devices are of ten put to bu-
1norous use : 
Now, the smell of good things is no very bad thin2:. in 
itself~ It is the savor of good thine;s beyond; 12roof 
,£OS i ti ve of a ~lorious good nieal. so snuffing up those 
zephyrs from Ara by the J'l.lest,. those boisterous gales., 
blowinr; from out the :mouthfrS of baked 12.,oars, stuffed 
'Ni th bread-fruit, .9.ananas, and sa , we WO\Ild fa 111 have 
gone down and partaken.l 
The hmnor in this passage is not due entirely, of course, 
to alliteration, but its use, particularly the repetition 
of "bn and ng,.tt bolsters up the parallelism and the use of 
synonyxns, which add w the humor of "form." 
In Mob;y Dick and Wh.i te Jacket, alliteration becomes a 
definite :part of the rhythm and tone color of the style. 
It is particularly frequen·t in descriptive passages: 
From ..Q.ircui:njacent hill-~ides, untiring surmner hl':n1;,:;s 
perpetually ln terraces of vivla. verdure; and, embossed 
1.n th old i;y.osses, ..Q.onvent and castle nestle in .:!alley 
and glen .• &.:.. . 
In this passage there is assonance added to alli tera ti on in 
0 embossed" and "mossedn and rtcestle n and 11 nestle. n The 
alli te:ra ti ve passages occur frequently but not excessively, 
but there are sea ttered oases of alliteration in double and 
triple phrases: '1cannonading choir, n ":purple pinnacles 
and pipes, n "fiercely feverish, n and this alli'teration is 
more than just orna1Tent • There is alnios t al ways a definite 
relation between "the n1ea,.'1in,~ of tYe vmrds and tho emotional 
lMardi, p. 661. 
,;;;,:'111 tc Ted."',.t:'t Y, 12!::i.''4 •. 
,J!.' j.,.,. __ ~t!i""'""-.-"' _!:,- ... or!Wi'r.,,. ';;-,,,a,. _i:-,1 •· 
effect O'f the sound; the added imp-or't of ·i;he passag·c is 
evidence of the remarkB bl.e et'fecti veness ot the uni ·ty of 
thought and sound. 
Fort behold! f'ar arr;ay and ai'.'aY, stretches the broad blue 
of ·the water, to yonder !!,Oft-swelling hills of--light-
g:reeu; backed by the 2urple J,innacles and ].ipes of ·the 
Grand Organ Mountains; fitly so-called, for in -thunder ... 
time they roll .£0. nnonades down ·the £_ay, a.1~0°,ming ·the 
blended ioass crJ' all the cathedrals in Rio ••.•• But 
nervous Haydn could not iiave endured that cannori~.diug 
~hoir, since this £_ow.poser of thunder-bolts himself 
died at lest through t~e ..9.ra sh i ng .£ OJJ.1):J!Oti on of Na pole on ts 
_g_oml;?_a1·dment of Vienna. 
The contrast in imgery is s-trei-1gthened by the contrast in 
the phrases 1tyonder ooft-snellinghiLls of light green, n 
with only t1.n~ee really harsh sounds, an.1 the actual crash. of 
the last sentence with the rough 11k'" and "b"' sounds and the 
hissing ns•s.n ·I'he vowel color is also rwll-managed, 1,ar-
ti cula. r ly in the :phrase 1tin 'thunder-·~11:1e they roll cannonad,es 
down the bay, drowning the blended ba.ss of all the cathedrals 
in Rio, n in which the preponderance of de.rlc vowels, along 
-with the more ornamental assonance in 11 a, n adds to the 
harmony of thought ~nd sound. 
'l'he following passage :r:rorn Mobz Dick is perhaps an 
( 
exaggerated case, but is an excellen·t exam.ple: 
Uh1le be was speaking these words• the howling of the 
shrieking,. !!lanti ng ~torm. 1:H3em.etl tu edd nm1 r:ower to 
·the 22.reacher, who,. when de,!!!eribing Jonah 1 s .§.ea-s·torm., 
seemed tossed by a st,ona himself'.. His deep chest 
heaved as with a ground-!_well; his tossed arms !!.eemed 
the war.ring elements at work; and the thunders that 
rolled away from off his-swarthy brow, and the light 
1eaping from his eye,, Im.de all his sim.ple hearers 1,ook 
on him with a quick f-ear that was !_trange 'to tb.em • 1· 
.In the first sentence the letter nsn is repeated thirteen 
times, ten times at the first of sylla.bles. The force or 
this sibilant hiesing is made more powerful by the 11p 1 stt 
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and ''cPs.rt The contra.st of light and dark vmvels em1)hasizes 
the tossing movement which is carried on by the parallelism 
-ot the next sentence in whioh the sa.me -0ontrast is continued,, 
as o:n.e oan see by eorrparing tb..e da.I"k vowels in "·thunders 
~-
that rolled aw1ay from off his swarthy brow ,tt with the light 
vowel~J in nligh-t lea.ping trom. his eye.,. o/ 
This alliteration 1s continued o:~rough iv1elvillets 
later works. In Pierre, llowever, it appears less organic--
ally related to the style • 01 .. re ther 1 to the tone of 'i;he 
book.. It adds to the lurking melodrama of' the plot when 
the loved o:re is said to be ttmurrrm:ring metanings of unear,th-
ly import; and smmnoni:o.g up to him all the subterranean 
sprites and gnom.es .. nl Alli teretion occurs in strips of 
considerable length and in short passages: npride's priest• 
ess,rr naetested and distorted 1.nnges .... and a duty sub-
terfuge of the diving and ducking mora.11 ties of,,,;tbis ea.:rth,n 
I 
nbattledore o-f both batteries,,,, and then occurs only 1n 
;paragraphs of mOC"e elaborate des,cription. 
In Benito Cereno, the keynote of the story is set by 
$ para.graph the tone of which 1s poetic partly because of the 
extreme a.llite.ra tion and repetition~ 
------~----~---------
1Moby: QicJt, p. 787. 
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The morning was one peculiar to that coast.. Every-
thing was mute and calm; everything gray,. 1Ihe sea, 
though t.ndult1 ted into long roods of swells, seemed fixed,, 
and 1,vas sleeked at the surf'ace like wave lead that has 
cooled and set in the smelter's mould. The sky seemed 
a gray surtout.. Flights of troubled gray fowl, kith and 
kin with flights .of troubled gray vapors ara.ong which they-
were .mixed, skimmed. lmv and fitfully over the waters, as 
swallows over meadows before s tcr.w.s. 1 BhHdows present, foreshadowing deeper shadows to come. 
The nsn alliteration i:s carried through the whole paragraph, 
as is ·the repeti ti.on of the viord or tho1;:ght ttgray.,R really 
repeated in the ttshe.do·r/sii of the last sentences in thought 
i:f not 1n tone color.. trot only is the tone quiet and smooth, 
but the rhythm is that undulating movement which !ielville 
can create in his :prose as if he had become in tensely aware 
o-r this feeling from his many hours on shipboard. 
There are other device in Melville's style which add 
to the rhythmical quality of the prose, most of which have 
been discussed as parts of the ornarcsnted style and need 
on.ly to be pointed out. The simplest kind of prose rhy·ths 
is that produced by logical arrangement .of thought such as 
one finds in ·che more expository chapters and passages; the 
more complex rhythms ere the result of cumulative clauses 
and phrases, and .more ela boro te grammatical and rhetorical 
devices, such as repetition, pe.rallelism 1 inversion contrast-
ed w.i th natural order, and serle s of synonyms. 
Saintsbury says that rtfrom prose no rhythm is excluded,n 
but th& t no single rhythm pattern should be repeated too 
l 
Herman Melville, Benito Cereno, in Jones and Leisy~ I',~aJor 
American Writers, p. 1058. 
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much or repre too absol ly cc.mplete a fashion.l 
Yariety, n.ot regularity, is the one abiding rule in prose 
:rhythm as o:p:posed to l)Oetic rhythm in whtch tbere is a con-
flict between regularity and variety. Gerierally speaking, 
the more inev.i table the accent in ose, the morE, one con-
siders it to be Hmetored. n However, there is not, or should 
not be, any large degree .of recurrence of 1:.:my foot P8 ttern; 
in fac·t, the prnetice is generally condenmed, by Saintsbu:ry 
among others, even when the prose rr1as·ters, such as ~~usldn a11d 
Dickens, fall back upon. blank verse as e. stylir;tic trick •. 
'l1he rhythm vrhich is con.sidered legi tirna. tr~ in prose is that 
dependent upon sentence co11.struetion -- balance of phrase 
and clause, r::iixture of long sentences and clauses with those 
of contrast:tng length or shortness, and rhetorical devices. 
This broader svie may be reinforced by word rhythm, but to 
fall into regular rhythms is indication of stylistic weak-
2 nesses. 
Since it is i.m:possible to set up any rules beyond that 
ot variety, except to say in general it is be,tter that :prose 
progress rather than return to a basic pattern as does verse, 
it is only from an actual study of :passages that one e.an 
Judge the means used to achieve rhythm in prose. The har-
mony can be seen and hea:rd, and the addi t1onal contribution 
of tone color noted, for the beautiful sentence depends much 
la.eorge Saintsbury, £12.• cit., p. 225. 
~ 
.(j Ib i (l. , p • 41 .. 
upon sa minor beautieiJ of phrasG .:1nd word and letter. l 
'l:he style of 1Toby Dick has been called epic and rhythrnic 
by fo!umford 1 Weaver, Winters, and otherr3 in their cr:ltioal 
analyses,, but always i.n the trtorit general terms. Fors.vthe 
snys th.at :Pierre is of ten wr1.t ten 1.n metered p.rose. Taking 
:for granted th!i\ t there are passages v;G.1 i ch Etight scan es 
broken blanl,c verse or excellent free verse, one cannot es-
cape tbe tact that all of fv.-elvil1e's novels are in prcse 
form, and that t-0 ta.k:e the material and rearrange it proves 
ve1'Y little. Saintsbury :points out that tile novel encourages 
deviation from tr.e colorless rhythm. of' standard. prose,. an.cl 
perhaps one may assume tba t the 11wre the life presented in 
the :novel differs fro.m the norrr:ial mode of livi:ng, the more 
admissible are variations from the nor:m.al manner of ex-
pression., 
the various .Phases of 1 v:tlle' s style but with particular 
reference to rhythxu and tone color. These passagr=s were 
selected as being as nearly representative of the style of 
the books in which they occur as is possible. The selao·tio:us 
are all deseri:ptiv·e, for it is in d.e.scr ive passages that 
Melville has ·wider scope, narrative and dialogue bei11g 
naturally restricted. 
The following passage is fro.m 'I'y:ee~. It is what one 
might call nr.1.1,edium-rhythmed, n that is to say th.at tl"le rhyth:111 
is more a result than a means in i tsE:lf, and is due largely 
-="-'""'"'~-----------
to pr.u:·asi rather than to metrical elaboration. 
1Ihe sight that now greeted us was one that will ever 
be vividly impressed upon rc..y mind. Fi 1re :t'cam.ing 1?;\;:reams, 
rushing through as ruany go1·ges, and swelled and turbid 
by the recent rains, united together in one rn.&d plunge 
of' nearly eighty f'ec·t, and :fell with wild uproar into 
a deep blaclc pool scooped out of the gloomy-looking 
rookB tha't lay _piled a:r·ouud, and thence in one collected. 
body dashed down e Tl.arrow sloping channel wh:ich see11:ced 
to trate i:uto the very bo'lvels of the earth. Over-
head, vas·t; ro.ots of trees hung down :r:rom the sides of 
the ravine, dripping wi ·th ,;nois'ture, and trexn.bling vath 
tti.e concussions produced by the fall. It was novJ sun-
se·t, the feeble unct:.:n"·tain lisht that found its way 
in·to these caverns and woody depths r1eightenod the Lr 
strange appearance> and. re:minded us tbat in a short 
time we should f incl ourselves iu utter da:tk:noss. 
Many of the phrases are conventional end unimaginative: 
collected body. n The alli tera M.on in «five. foamingn 1:1&..s 
a .stligh t tone color, but the rhytlnn is more definitely that 
of parallel phrase~: '!rushing'; nfnvelled and turbid~ and 
nd.ripping, 11 ntre:mbli:ng. 1f 'Ibe Weight o:t' "dee11 black poolH 
with its almost equally accented words, with the weight of 
the verb rrscooped'; is a nice effect in itself and echoes 
none 112s. d plunge. 11 T.h.e paragraph is a long rhythmic arc as 
the sentences lead up to and away frorr, the second, which is 
the climax in length and i:ntensi ty .. 
Here we lay for•ty ... eight hours, during which the cold 
mas intense. I wondered at; the liquid sea, which ;re .... 
fused to freeze in such a terqJer&ture. The clear, 
cold sky overhead loolrnd like a steel blue cymbal, 
that might ring, could you s:mite i't. Our breath came 
and WE::nt lite puffs of smoke from pipe-bowls. At first 
there was a long gawky sw~ll, that obliged us to furl 
m.ost r.rr the sails, and even to send down. ti-gallant 
yards for fear of pitching thBm overboard. 
1wnite .Jacket, p. ll?O. 
ln this passage from E,.h1 te Jacket one sees a :much neater sort 
of rhythm., particularly .in keeping with the content of the 
paragraph... The preponderance of short words emphasizes the 
crispness of the rhythm. and increases the solidity of tone, 
which the shortness and simplicity of the sentences also adds 
to. The definite quality of accented syllables in 'the first 
clause is per:rec t with the idea. of stebili ty, which is im-
plied. 1l'here is a scarcel.;r perceptible building up of sen-
tence length paralleling the change in tone :from absolute 
$t11lness to a sli.ghtly rocking rhythm. Thtr~ line of' short 
puffing iambs in the middle makes a.n interesting contrast, 
end also corresponds with the "puffs of breath" which is 
eohoed by the ''pt? alliteration and the subtle reped;ltion of 
1;he "k" sound... The rhythm of the last setLt~nce is largely 
one of phrases which gives the desired tone color .. However, 
with the possible exception. of the third sentence, the prose 
is hardly that which is called rr.e tered, but it t11ust:ra tes tb.e 
harmony of tone which cou1es of complete Fiastery of words, th$ 
inevitable correspondence, reasornsd or unreasoneo, of' form 
and .matter in the hands of an art1.i:~t. There is charm in the 
si:mplicity of the figure and the touoh o:f' personifioation in 
"'gawky swell .• t, 
:MelvilL.? ts early prose is not tho inBvj:table rhytli..med 
prose which drops into rhapaody or blank verse, ex.ce:pt in 
csrtain sections of ?~er£!.!,. The accents a.re fairl:r obvious, 
but the foot t.b:trision is by no means defi.ni te, a var1ety ot 
tnte:rp:retatior.i. being possJ.blc usually. But on,~ cannot deny 
il;he effect of the t,-vholE:;, or the swing of pbr?ase wh:ich is the 
J)eculiar merit of this plainer, more standard st,;yle .. 
Here the scene was awful. IJ:'he vessel soernfd to be sail-
ing on her side. lJ:'he main-decl<: guns had severol 6J1ys 
:previous been run in and housed, and th.e nort-holos 
closed., bu't tri.e lE_, e carronades on the q_uarter·-deck and 
fore castle were plunging through the sea, 7lhich undulated 
over them in milk-white billows of foam. ~:i,:th every 
luJ:'ch tc leeward the yard-arm-ends seemed to dip in 
the sea~ while forward the sprey dashed over the bows 
in cataracts, and drenched the :rn.en who were on the fore-
yard.. By this tirCte the declc was alive with the whole 
streng oi' the sl1 ip' s comp:::my, five lrnndred men., offi oer:a 
arJJ1, all, mo:-:1tly cling:lng to 'tte weatter bulv:,1ar1'.:.::J,. 'I'he 
occasional phosphorescence of the yeasting sea cast a 
upon their uplifted faoest as a night fire in a 
populous city lights up the panic-stricken crowa.l 
'l'he increasing length of the first three sentences gives 
the e:f'fect of rising to a climax. I1he vrnrds are short and 
:precise in effect 1'or the most part, and the exceptions are 
effectively- usf:d. The elaboration is corn:raratively sil'.nple 
with the exception of the last figure. ir'he sou:nd corres:pon-
~lence is particularly consistent in sr)i'te of use of 
technical te1•rcts in speaking of parts of the ship. The para-
graph carries out the idea of the ship lurching through the 
waves: the antithesis of phrase starts the swaying motions--
against 
r, mnphasized by the alliteration in 11 lurch to 
leevi/arcF' and. udashed" Hnd 11 drenched.11 Both the rhythm of 
the last sentence and the in:age involved add to tht; con.cretencss 
o:f the :picture" There is the variety of rhytb,m 1vhicl1 is con-
5lderad the ori terion of good prose, and al though the par.a-
graph i.s not one of el0.borate harmony, the whole effect is 
powerfu.l. 
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··- / ;·,~n Moby Dick the harmonies scer:t grander in keepj.ng w1 tb 
the greater so ope ot' the s to:ry .. Some sections really deserve 
the nar1e of' :rie t0red prose, but the avera~c tone 10 better 
<>-«-.-;, · · ~ Jui • 
represented by less definitely :rhyth.tLed pros~,.;;then ·the follow-. 
\ ing passage: 
Close to our bo\rrn, s·t.range forms in th(..i. i,r:. ter darte<l 
hither and thither before us; while tbick i.n our rear 
flew the inscrutable sea-ravens. .And evr"ry :morning, 
perched on our stays, rcw s of these birds 'Nere sa·en; 
and spite of our hoot:lng, for a long tlme obstinately 
clung to "th~ herap, as though they deem.ed our ship .some 
driftir.;g" uni:nhabi ted crs.f t; a ·thi.ng appointed to deso-
lation, and therefore fit roosting-place for their 
homeless nelves.. 1,nd heaved and heEIV~}d, still unrest-
ingly he:,~ved the blaok sea, as 1f its van t tides were 
a conscience; and the g1·cat mundane soul were in anguish 
and reKorse for the long sin and sufi'ering it had bred. 
Cape of Good Hope, d.o th0y cell ye~' Rather Cape Tor-
meuto, as called or yore; for long &llm:-eo. by t._ne per-
f:tdious silencr;s tht,t before had attended 1.:s~ wo found 
ourselves launched into this to.c·:r::.en ted sea., where 
guilty belngs transforr .. ed into ·those fowls and these 
fish, seeri.t3d conden,ned to swim on everlastingly without 
any l1avt::n in store 1 or beat that blcck &:i.r without any 
horizon.. But Ct'ilK, snow-wttte, ana unvarying; still 
cU.recti:ng its fountain of :r'0at1-,e:r~s to the sli:y; still 
beckoning us from ):el'ore, the solitary .iet would at 
't:Lm.es be descried., 
'l'his paragraph exhibits .nmst of the oharact&:t·istics o:f ]Kel-
·1111f: ts ornate ;3ty1e 1 ex cert in tbe absence o:r allusions. 
'!'he rhytb.m. is achieved by parallelism, synonyms, inversion, 
:repeti t;ion. 1.l'here are the pe:rsoni:fica.t.io:1, :iYlI>l:.i.ed in the 
here it hai:dly deserves the cond01ll.:na tion of the tGrm n:pathetic 
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fallacy, n and the usual aJ.lit0ra tion. 
Examples of the sin;ple, s tre igh t-forward expository 
10.anner have been given (p. 18, Ch. III), e:r}d by of con-
trast two passages Gill be ,shown whJ.ch tcarc of the meterec1 
prose. 'Iho first ts fror::. tho chapter on 
nnd pa:rta.ltE;S defini tcly of tbc drenn-J.i 
de scribi 'I'arta:cy ane. Siberi&: 
ec1, 
tl;ful, c"'lesolc 'te o.o:c;J.:nions tboHe; b1E _ and YJilJ the 
O(:~an 1 beg ting u t trm t bnrrj er ts baf.:1e, hovert:ng 'twixt 
freezing Dnd fcarting:; and frcigh t;ed v,r: th r.2rvi0s of ice-
bergs -- vmrring worlds crosG ing orbit;::,; the tr long 
iciclco, projecting like speers to the charge. Wide 
away s the floes of ii't ice, frczen CEh.ctertE:s 
o.f ske tor1s bo11es. \Ihtte bt1:?1rs J:1ov?l as tb.-e:Y- drift 
.f'""'O'l' tl' 0 "1·:r 1"1'"'""' ,:,y:·,,~ t:•i,·--· r•r-1'·"c•1·nc 1·""1·,"'c·ts C"U<~·x.·1 .o..;,,:,. 4-:,._ ,., ·'"'~ ..,, .• 1.,..,, 0.-".l vLJ,;; !c:,, .. 1 1 -'~t'.S ,:;,~t:,>L . ., _,_ :.o~ u., .. -:: 
skulls of peering seals. 
c ~ord order invert-
re is 0 chcppinss::, of :phras0 1,3nd cla,)se often 
~ore closely res 
ratbcr than any set form, su(1h as blank vcr.s€. 
The soliloquy of .hhab tn fi(£b_.y pie_~ in the cha}Jtsr 
called "'Su:rwet 11 wa.s used directly as e. recJ.·te.tive in Renard 
Eer·rna11' s can ta 11Ivioby Dickn which is bas:::a. on tl1·2 book. 'The 
Yonder, by the cver-br 
waves blush like wine. 
The div0r sun -- slo~ dived 
soul mounts up! she wearies 
I.ville ever wrote. 
go"t ltJ t' s r , tte war.:1, 
gold brown plui.T.bs the blue. 
f1~cE1 r1o·c11. -- s U.r;\1.;r1; rny 
with her endlGss hill. Is, 
t I wear? is Iron Crown tl1:~ ·n" ~1.;1:~0 er 0v; ~:1 
of LoLi.ba;cdy. t i::;;i i -i; brigb t 
·-------·-----------
l Ou 
· .;ar ..... r , GE'..:! ot i s fur fl 3h2.n,;s; b ·t ".lr.~ly f'eel the. t 1 
~ -ar that , that dazzlin....,ly con.founris . 'T1s ir n - that 
·no~ - - not ;ol • 'ii split , t00 -- t h t I feel; the j&gR d ed~e · lls c o , ny brain se~~~ to betit giinst 
t.:c solid ~tal ; (;.ye , steel SK.11., L<.; 1c scrt thnt 
nt."eds no hclnet in tr~c ~.ost r in batterin fi>?ht ! 
i--r:1 h t up,..n .::..y broi·. o. , ti.e .1s , ·1r"'!n . tr. sunrise 
nobl · spurred Ii.G , tt .. e sun net soot .d .. 10 or • .i.his 
lov0ly .ni ~ht, · t 11.., -tn not re; all lovcll.i:,. ·.s is r,~ uish 
to .c , si ce oc.1n 1 c 1 r -n ·oy . Lifted i t, t:.c high 
por ~. ticn.'... l .1.acL i. c lo e jo.,i lC rv:tr· ; a ~1. "'U, r0st 
ubtly • ost ~· 1 · gn1 .tly ? dtJ:, lr- t.1e 1: id.:.:it o , era·~ 
di e ! Gooc. r .. 1 )Jt - - tood nifL t ! 
•Lere , Lhen ii0 the 1n LL , i ..n ly ~.,rid ; -- Life'"" l...,s t 
ah _ter ell s ... itched into th mjddle ! ttOr booc , nor 
·hor 1cf tl' - b.- ·:k , hu t.r. ar.i.y SCQ.l ::_ , th ,·. &.C!l ;_,_6.th 
i 1,s lt ··t l ttering t --J. t 1 s a, bif;uou~ st 7..1 . 1:· d I bee 
11e rtlcss nc , di o' ncd, aJ.1. .:.:.pt, .. :nLig y yor ion d c,ff 
t1 t1 g j.rl a. .... ddl ~ eado s,, ·hen Lb u I een happy through 
a long life on e rth , nn d ·e ... ·ch~nc tr rc.. L&;1 a long 
et rnity ir1 ... caven t • .Jow , 'tis 11. t, ly ht:11 in beth worlds .• 
ell , be t tel • l ill i..old a tru.. :.,.;e 01 · fl· .. cs , 
a1,d , w l th my bree t · of flame, bre t back my efiancG 1 
, t 6 i vc . e ir t ·· ~.ott r b t .. :/! J l .,. c er u lo· G to d e , 
· o be r 1 a o f }· i - dish on red cl e k l:un LJ tl..'" neck 
11 ti.cu b"' dcY • -- J.fot if for t;tt. 11 yo:.: > hcue,h ! -
Oh , no, to live is de?th . nd now to die is life ; no , 
to r. y "Oul, .• er·e o s. ord r:.:.y n..id\, fe ?2 
The las· ph:rl:;l,s~s or p in to positive sing- nJ 1he ees the 
:rhyt.11m 01 he n l' r phs ro.rr~ ::oby . .2!..£._ re Ll~ch .i..1orc s ·bt;l y 
munuged i:n s:pi e of t e 0 rtr· t !' ~ tL e styl T . .... 
see:"'s t b€ t 
le· c.s o exce' s e ind ronotono· s rhy : ,. tfh~ b tor p ss .,g· a 
avoic hi~ erro . 
Th style uf L~ ·,o t. ter iu rb · ~h. i:io ll. Stid·· c for the 
u.~., pui• · ; thiJ p..ir cul& rly ... u1 ts he stor'' ol' .,h ~ anderi ": 
·•_;,.'Ob;/ e!.£1£, • 35· 
.,, 
·_ierre, p ,. oo . 
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of !tluch of' th0 prose is nere ly pe rfunc t o.ry in style, 
but there arc passs s 
Hung lo.ng, sepulch:rul er s of :3"tone, the black besmoked 
bridge see21.te:, d a huc;e sca1·f of crape, fes tooninr~ the ri vex· 
acroC:crn., lar ftinerc.l festoons spo.nned. it to the west, 
while ersstwara., towards the sea, tiers and tiers of jetty~ 
colliers lay moored, side by aide, :fleets of blaclc swans .. 1. 
Eere are the t,a:mo devices: alliterat:Lon, rerx~t;itio:n, imegery; the 
balancir..g of a re.edifying participle before and af'ter the f ir~~.t 
clause is a neat trick, a tlH'J· contrast in the next sentence 
carries out the t'hythm.. 
Benito Cereno is a curio'l).S combination in style: a great 
<ileal cf it is precisely a:nd matter-o:r-factly exrJress , yet 
occasionally there will be a S8n tence or :paragraph of descrip-
iii on which is defin1 tely on the metrical side. The :passages a.dd 
to the fl.a vo.r of tl1c story, wl1 ich is ctherwi se narrated in a eo:n-
oise style. Redburn, of the early books, has sot:;ething of this 
oon:,bination. 1I1he preciseness am real isrn is seen in the careful 
ottention to detail; the elaboration and niore rhytl:1rrtical style 
ate. used for added effectiveness .. 
One could n:a };::e endless analyses of ssages, pointing out 
the varied rhythms, r1t€6,ns of s:chieviug tone color effects, the 
gra1rJ:,m.tical and rhetorical devices, but the result woulcl be <.:inly 
an evi':m :Eore convincing array of the devicet, already IJOinted out.-
6eldo:m is the rhytx:m1 of LLelville I s prose obtrt;_sive; the ora:to:r-
teal address wh:l.ch. he uses on certain occasions seems to be a 
justifiable deviation f':rom the normal type o:f prose just as are 
l:lis :metrical pa ssag0s. On the whole the rhythm grmvs out of a 
basic t; of , phrase, and clause~ 
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E1?ILOGTJE 
Aftor v1ritinc; '.foby Dick, I\·1e1ville finished Pierre: or 
the novel which VJ~} s n decided failure. 
This failure was probably as much the result of the style 
of the book as,··'1ff t~1e n.most unmoral .".TI.Orel" of the story, 
"the impracticality of virtue. "l It is ·with reg:ud to the 
degeneration of style th~t critics hcve been particularly 
anxious to establish influences. The solutions to the prob-
lem huve been varioust from excessive imitation of other 
writers to suppositions of insanity in Llelville. 2 Con-
tem_porf:;_ry critics objected to the mysticism end obscurity 
of' the writing, and the society in 1Nhich ~5el ville lived 
did not receive his caustic remarks on civilization in 
general and the middle nineteenth century in pc,rticuler 
wi t11out protest. 
Ivrel ville 'Was not content with a surface skimming of 
life. He said in a letter to his publisher: 
I love all men who dive. Any fish can swim nesr the 
surface, but it ts.k'e's'a gre2.. t whe.1.le to go dovin stairs 
five miles or more; and if he don't attain the bottom, 
why, all tne leud in G-alenE can't fashion the plum.mit 
[ sicJ the t 1nill. 3 
''I'he books 11vhich added to Mel ville' s liter21ry notoriety r::re 
lQuoted by \Iinnigerode from the Literary ?Jorlcl, 2J2.• cit .• , 
p. 163. 
C) 
'"Raymond Weaver, on. cit. , 
1:,-
v b . . d Q,uoted y M1.nn1.gero · -e, 2..£.. Cl• t "(\ "'r,• 
--· t l:' • 00 • 
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those in which he w0s attempting his deepest dives. 
This quality is now recognized hy most critics, but 
there is still the inescapable fact thet in Pierre 2nd 
sor:ae of the later books, there is an actual degenere.tion 
of the magnificent style of Mob¥, Didr. In Mel ville' s best 
style, there is a kind of formslity of expression which in 
Pierre becomes a stilted manner, e.nd while there arc a few 
passages \vhich are as skillfully vrri tten as one could wish, 
there is an unreal tone over the whole of the book. This 
tone is a sort of dingy, melodre.matic air, to which the 
utterly unrr::al dialogue of the main charecters largely con-
tributes. 
In the first place, the theme of Pierre is one VThioh 
Melville had not touched upon in any except his very first 
literary attempts: the theme of love. Furthermore, the prob-
lem is more than the simple one of "boy meets girl," and is, 
rather, an attempt to delve into the most complex psycho-
logical patterns of sexual relationshir,, made .:nore involved. 
by the underlying current of incestuous desire. On this pat-
tern, .Melville imposes tLe story of the literary growth of 
his hero, and many other philosophical :problems, so that 
many themes are inextricably interwoven. 
This factor of content may have been imr,orte,nt in the 
production of the style, which as Forsythe points out, is 
really !t'J?ierreian" re..ther thr:m "Mel villese, n since it has 
characteristics which, while they occur in other forms· in 
Melville's previous works, are certeinly combined so that 
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t he result is unlik e anythi ng else in Melville's writing . 
The dialogues has been mentioned as unusual. Some of 
it is realistic andamusing , but the conversa tion of the 
principal cha r a cters is made highly mannered by the frequent 
use of stilted phrases and the "thee" and "thou" address, 
together with the old second person singula r form of the 
verb. The characters themselves seem unreal, not only for 
this dialogue, but also beeause of the absolute nature of 
their personalities a s Melville draws them. 
The descriptions of the book are drawn much as are 
those of the ornamented style with allusions and figures, 
but they seem too elabora tely drawn for human char acteriza-
tion, and conse uently often degenerate into conceits: 
She seemed molded from fire and a ir, and vivified a t 
some voltaic pile of August t hunder-clouds hes ped 
against the sunset. 
The style is a l s o inconsistent in its quality and full of 
grammatical errors. It seems that in this book, one ha s 
all of the ornaments of Melvi lle's fines t style, but because 
it l a cks something which the other books ha d, the tricks 
are no longer successful. Occasionally Melville is a0la 
to grasp some of his old power of biting s a tire and irony , 
and a t times the sonorous eloquence seems to fit the occas -
i on, but just a s Melville left the problem of good a nd evi l 
i n the world unsolved, so he left Pierre in an amorphous 
s t a te a s f a r a s its style is concerned. 
1 Pierre, p . 169. 
is typical of the exagge:ra. tea. and 
influ.ted nature of ·the style! 
Cornwall miner ever snnk so deep a shaft beneath the 
sea, as Love will sink beneath the flea tings of the 
eyes. Love see:;; ten :m.illion fa thorns dov;m, till ctE1zzled 
by the floor of pearls. 'I'he eye is Love's own roag:lc 
glass, where all things tlrn t are not of earth, glide in 
supe :rna tural light. 'There are not so .n.~a:n,y fishes in the 
sea, as there e,re sweet in£ges in lovers' eyes. In those 
miraculous translucencies swim the str::mge .eye-f isll. 
with r;:Lnf;s, ths:t somctin,os lor1p e,ut, instinct with 
joy; moist fish-wings wet the lover's cheek. Love's 
eyes are holy thing.1; thm.•ein the mysteries of' life are 
lodged; looking in each other's eyes, lovers see the 
ultim te secrets of the worlds;. and with thrills eter ... 
nally untranslatable" feel that Love is god of all ..... ·• 
Love is both Cree.torts and SaVio:-·•s gospel to :manltind.; 
a volume bound .in rose ... leaves, ala sped with Violets, 
and by t.he beaks of hmnming--bira,s printed with peach 
juice on the leaves of lilies •. l 
The oonoei ts are like those of a metaphysical lyric rather 
than the figures one v1ou.ld expect in a p:ro,'3e style. 'Ihey 
are multiplied until the :readers wonder where the encl will 
digression on Love.. :P1erre•s reveries ore highly complex 
and full of 'these same kinds of conceits: 
.Hoi·z, thank God, thought J:ierre, the night is pa$t, ...... 
the night or Chaos and Doom; the day c1nl:v, anc1 the 
skirt of the evening remain.. Ma.y haqven new-string 
my soul, and c nnfLrn1 rne in the Christ-like fecli11g 
I .first :felt.2 
There are :many more compound anc1 artificially formed 
not as wilfully distorted as they are :tn lMard1, but they 
almost invariable have an 01~a tori cal ring which is due in 
") 
t.,llli·, p. 120. 
part to the excessive rhythm. of the style. There are the 
same xaul ti_ple adjectives but a great deal more repetition 
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of words and phrases for special effects than one considers 
typical of Melville. 
Instantly the room was populous with sounds of melodi-
ousness, and mournfulness, and wonderfulness; the room 
swarmed with the unintel.Ligible but delicious sounds.I 
The tone of the whole book is one of utmost serious-
ness, a.nd it may be that the excess of melodrama would not 
be apparent if there was an occasional touch of lightness. 
Several of the characters do add a bit of humor, but this 
hum.or they carry within themselves and do not bequeath 
to the lugubrious hero. Possibly this dullness of tone was 
due to the state of mind in which Melville found himself 
after he had finished Mobz ~- Even if one discounts o-
ther influences, one remembers that Mel ville' s health wa.s 
very poor, that he was on the verge of blindness. 
After writing Pierre he assayed no long ·work until Is-
rael Potter, published in 1855. In that year he also pub-
lished Benito Cereno, probably his best short story. It is 
again in the style ·which is lJ'el ville at his best. He is 
back with the sea as his background and the atmosphere of 
mystery which he portrays so well. Israel Potter drags in 
spots, but the style is not inf'lated like that of Pierre, and 
it retains many of the excellencies of the style of White 
Jacket. 'Ihere a:r:e passages of magnificent description; the 
sea fight between the Serapis and the Bon Homme Richard and. 
the picture of London "In the City of Dis.n TheTe is not 
'1Herm.an }1elville, I•iel."re, p. 141 .. 
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the rollicki.ng humor of' 'it-:hi te Jacket, 1mt a sort of dry, 
sardonic laughter behind the style vihich creeps out in irony 
and satire, and in the choice of adjecti •c1 es: 
Not long ter> an invisible hand came and set dcrwn 
a great Jellow lamp in the east. '11he hand reached 
up unseen f.'rom below the horizon, and set the lmnp 
down right on the rim of the horizon, as on a thr~s-
hold; as JJmch t:::> say, Gentlemen V·!arriors, permit me 
a little to light up this rat:i:ler gloomy looking sub-
ject .••• Objects before perceived with difficulty, 
now glimmered ambiguously. Bedded in strange vapors, 
the great footlight cast a dubious, half-demoniac 
glare across the waters, like the phantasmagoria stream 
sent athwart a London flagging in a nie;ht-rain from 
an apothecary's blue and green v'lindow • .1. 
In this passage can be seen the characteristics of the ornate 
style, _perhaps soaiewhat toned down to c, quiet place; the pt~:r-
sonification implied in the rising of the moon; the double 
and compound adjectives; the detailed and elaborate figure 
at the end. 
In Benit_Q Gereno one finds an excellent mystery story, 
told in Melvillets best style. The explanation of the vague 
and sinister happenings on board the ship of Captain Delano 
is added in an appendix which purports to be a record of the 
true history of the case; this is Melville's old stunt of 
using authorities to gain realism.. The style moves more ra-
pidly than that of ;_\'lol:)y_ Dick and the:re are not as many al-
lusions, but in passage::: the figures and allusions are as 
complex as; the most ornamented fhase of Melville• s style. 
A great deal of alliteration is found, but the average rhy-
thm is more _precise than sym.phonic. 
1 Israel Potter, p. 1432. 
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As the whale-boa ·t drew n.ore end narc nigh,. th;;;:, cause 
of the peculiar pipe-clayed aspect of the stranger vms 
seen to be the slovenly neglect porvt{ding her. 'l'he 
spars, ropes, and great part or the bulwarks, looked 
VJOoly i from long unacc1t:tnintance with the scraper, tar, 
and the bl'V. sh. Her keel se em.cd laid, .hex ribs put to ..... 
getber1 nnd she launched:, from ltze}{eil' s Valley of Dry Bo Bones. 
Melville seems in the la st ·two books to ha110 mastered the 
third-person narrative, for he handles it with ease, am 
in Benito Cereno, he manages v~i thout obvious huJ1or, al ·enough 
there is an i:nnote quality, hardly defimble, which lweps 
the ornament from. seeming out of place .. 
Contrary to the belief of some of Eelville's critics, 
his style is a curiously 011 genic thing., when one conside1·s 
how for so long his later works were rego.rded ao absolute 
failures. Such a modern critic as Yvor t'.Jinters would pla.ce 
the best of I~1elv111e' s work after Moby_ Dick, and both \leaver 
and Mumford recognize a great deal ot effective writing in 
the la ter boolts ~-
lHe.rman J:Jelville, Benito Ce.reno, op.. cit., p. 1059. 
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